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Abstract

Bill of lading is playing a vital role in the international commercial transaction since the
time it has been employed. In terms of development this document has passes through
different stages depending on the function it performed. Form wise, it has been used in forms
of paperbill of lading until recent time. However, due to the advent of technology and the
inherent problems associated with being used in forms of paper results the introduction of
dematerializedbill of lading in the international commercial transaction. Electronicbill of
lading is not yet abundantly used by the maritime community for reason mainly attributed
to lack of uniform international law governing such dematerializedbill of lading. However,
national states enacted laws which govern electronicbill of ladingto have a default uniform
law governing such digitalization process. The study aimed to investigate the need for
introducing electronicbill of lading in Ethiopia and the how about of its regulation. To this
end, the study employed a blend of both doctrinal and socio-legal research type which is
carried out through qualitative research methodology. Doctrinal research type was used to
analyze the existing Ethiopian and international legislation, soft laws and scholarly
writings, whereas the socio-legal research type was employed to look into whether there are
factors that necessitate introduction of electronicbill of lading in Ethiopia or not. In doing
so, first, the study examined factors that necessitate introduction of electronicbill of lading
in Ethiopia and showed that there are actual demanding factors for introduction of it.
Second, it looks into legal concerns of introducing electronicbill of ladingand the existing
Ethiopia legal environment in light of its room for accommodating electronicbill of lading
and revealed that the law has gaps to address the legal concerns associated with Electronic
bill of lading.  Third, it studied that how legal issues of electronicbill of lading is regulated
under the UNCITRAL Model Laws and the lesson Ethiopia draw from such
recommendation. The thesis argued that Ethiopia should introduce electronicbill of lading
and regarding its regulation shall take the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic
Transferable Records and Electronic Commerce as a model. Finally, based on its findings
the study forwarded recommendations to be taken by the government.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background of the Study

While goods are transacted across the border under the international commercial

transaction, it is must to have an exchange of documents as between the concerned

parties ranging from the government entities to the trader themselves.  Among those

documents, transport document lies at the soul of the international commercial

transaction. These include documents issued by the shipping line, freight forwards,

airlines or other transport carriers.From all transport documentsbill of lading is one

of the most important and widely used documents in the shipping industry.1

Traditionally these business processes are conducted using paper documents.

However, advances in the information technology, electronic communication and

processing has an impact on the overall international commercial transaction. As a

result, the efficiency of paper as methods of communication across commercial

transaction is questioned and subject to replacement by the electronic counterpart.

Shipping is the backbone of global trade in which 80%of global trade in goods is

carried by the marine industry.2 Shipping and international trade are the two side of

a coin. Therefore, it is indispensable to have shipping and logistics industry which

coup up with the technological advancement.UN Trade andDevelopment

Commission advise states fortransition to an electronic environment in order to

avoid problems of paperbill of lading which includes time and expense incurred in

processing numerous documents, the time spent in waiting for the arrival of thepaper

bill of ladingat the port of discharge, and the cost and liabilities arising from delivery

of goods without presentation of the originalbill of lading.3 The commission stressed

that transition to electronic transfer of document would be very important for

developing countries who always want to see their raw materials and commodities

1 Georgios Zekos, ‚Documentation in the 2007 Draft convention on the carriage of goods whollyor
partly by sea•, Neptunus, revue électronique, Centre de droit maritime et océanique de Nantes,
Vol.14, No. 1, 2008. [Here in after,Zekos,Documentation in the 2007 Draft convention on the
carriage of goods.]
2 European Community Ship Owners Association, ‚Shipping and Global Trade: Towards an EU
external shipping policy•,Chapter 1,at http://www.ecsa.eu/images/PositionPapers2017/2017-02-
27-ECSA-External-Shipping-Agenda-FINAL.pdf. [Last Accessed, December 29, 2017].
3 UN Trade and Development Commission on Enterprise, Business Facilitation and Development,
Seventh session Geneva, 24ƒ28 February 2003.
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to the global market with short time.4 Furthermore, the increased pace of commercial

transaction which is the result of technological advancement in communication

modes necessitates the transformation of paperbill of lading to a wireless and

paperless document that must be acceptable to all the parties in the maritime trade

who are directly or indirectly related. Accordingly, the shipping industry turns its

attention on the dematerialization of paperbill of lading as the alternatives to

negotiable paperbill of lading.5

The use of information technology to share informationbetween organizations

started since the 1970s.6 Information technology was used by businesses to transfer

information to their customers or suppliers mostly through value-added networks.7

Later on standard protocols were developed to computerize the exchange of

electronic documents relating to purchasing, selling, shipping, receiving, and

inventory, financial and other activities.8 The efficiency of EDI methods has thus

changed the vein of international commercial transaction over the last decades. The

development of electronic commerce and electronic data interchange affected the

shipping industry.9 At the international level among the documents used to perform

international trade, it isbill of lading which caught the attention of the shipping,

financial and other concerned organs; when the issue of digitalization is raised.

The development ofbill of ladinghas passed through evolutionary periods; as usual

the late 1990•s10 also gave another stage of development for this unique document

of international commercial transaction that is having an electronic form. For

instance,in case of usage of straightbill of lading theso-calledCargo Key Receipt

was developed.11 Since then the shipping business community has tried their own

best for the introduction of electronicbill of lading. Accordingly, through private

initiatives electronicbill of lading was introduced in the international trade.

4 W John F Wilson, Carriage of Goods by Sea., 6th ed.,Pearson Education Limited, Harlow, England,
,2008, p.161. [Here in after,Wilson,Carriage of Goods by Sea].
5 Bury, Electronic Bills of Lading: A Never-Ending Story, p.212.
6 Merrill Warkentin, Business to Business Electronic Commerce: Challenges and Solutions, Idea
Group Publishing USA, 2002,p. 24.  [Here in after, Warkentin,Business to Business Electronic
Commerce: Challenges and Solution.]
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
10 This period is a turning point in the world political, technological and economic change.
11 Warkentin, Business to Business Electronic Commerce: Challenges and Solution, p..26.
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Among others, SeaDocs12, Bolero13, CMI14, The CargoDocs EBL15, The @Global

Trade System16, The Trade Card System17 and the Korean Trade Network18 and the

Block chainBill of lading are mentionable. Since the start of this century, electronic

bill of lading is flourishing. This is because the technological, commercial and legal

problems got recognition. Among others, the followingfactors influenced such

result. Electronicbill of lading is recognized by Baltic and International Maritime

Council; which is the world•s largest international shipping association, with more

than2,200 members globally.In addition,the InternationalGroup of Protection and

Indemnity Insurance Clubs• approved electronicbill of lading as one transport

document. Moreover, the invention of Block chain technology addressed the very

problem of the existing technology that is using central registry system.

Although there are technical and other factors which affect the development of

electronic bill of lading across the maritime community, failure of the law to

recognize and regulate takes the upper hand. However, after a decade of the

technological innovation of electronicbill of lading, the issues of law are getting

recognition. Accordingly, through the help of UNCITRAL United Nation

Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly

by Sea19, Model law on Electronic Commerce, Model on Electronic Signature,

recentlymodel law on Electronic Transferable Records are enacted. At the national

level states has recognized and regulated electronicbill of lading.  Besides, there are

12 The first attempt of digitalizing shipping documents and it was a system based in London to
support electronic data transfer with the negotiability function.
13TheBill of lading Electronic Registry Organizationformed by ajoint venture between SWIFT
and TT Club, formed in 1996 through the help of EU.
14 An international maritime institution called committee maritime international which is
established in 1897.
15 It was a venture developed by the ESS Company in 2003, operating in Maltain order to deal with
electronic business documents that had been introducedbefore like electronic bill of lading.
16 Established by CCEWeb Corp,in 2000 to enhance the financial transaction across globe and later
on the project upgraded to the logistics sector.
17US based company founded in 1999 by Kurt Cavano as a privately-owned firm, in order to provided
global supply chain and financial supply chain.
18 A Korean company established to provide paperless trade services include trade financing services,
e-negotiation services for export bill of exchange, electronic letter of credit services, e-certification
and licensing services for import/export goods, FTA certificate of origin services, cargo insurance
services, and electronic payment services for import/export-related charges. Its paperless trade
services also comprise logistics and customs clearance e-document relay services, manifest
consolidation system services, e-bill of ladingservices, e-delivery order services.
19 Commonly referred as Rotterdam Rules.
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also contractual rules developed by private initiatives; in this regard CMI Rules and

the Bolero Rule Book are mentionable.

Coming to the case of Ethiopia, Ethiopia has been participating in the international

tradeas of3000 years ago. During the Axum civilization, Ethiopia was an active

participant of the international trade and it was also among the leading shipping

nations. Afterwards, through passage of time, it•s involvement in the international

trade was not as such active for different reasons. Currently, despite the fact that

Ethiopia is a landlocked country, our import and export trade is getting increased

from time to time. In 2016 the annual total volume of Ethiopia•s total export and

import reached$1,723,892,053 and $19,120,743,254 in which the total import is

steadily increasing on average by12.5% per year between 2004/05 and 2015/16.20

Ethiopia is also acceding to the world trade organization which in effect catalyze our

international trade. Its share of inter-regional trade with other African countries, the

Middle East and Asia is also increasing. Moreover, modernization efforts are started

by the concerned institutions like automation of service and using modern

technologies in the custom or transport sector.ERCA since 1998 has automated most

of its foreign trade procedures carried out bothat the head office and branch offices

level; which in effect has accelerated customs clearance and simplified procedures

through computerization.21 It has also automated the examination of import-export

cargo. It is also working to upgrade the ASYCUDA++ tothe ASYCUDA World

system. In addition,the Ethiopian Revenues and Customs Authority and the

Investment Climate Facility for Africa signed an Agreement worth US$ 7.3 million

to establish an electronic Single Window system for international trade which would

have paramount importance to bring all concerned organs to a single electronic

environment.22 Most importantly, on March 10, 2017Ethiopia and South Korea

signed a 13-million US- Dollar deal for the installation of electronic customs

clearance system.23 Electronic Cargo Tracking system is the other modern system

20 €Ethiopia: Trade Statistics„, at <https://globaledge.msu.edu/countries/ethiopia/tradestats. >, [last
accessed on December 29, 2017].
21Ethiopia Custom and Revenue Authority, ‚Automating Foreign Trade Procedures•, at <
http://www.erca.gov.et/index.php/about-us#automation-in-erca >, Last accessed December 10,
2017].
22The Investment Climate Facility for Africa: ‚Ethiopia to improve trade facilitation•, at <.
file:///electronic%20custom%20clerance/Ethiopia%20to%20improve%20trade%20facilitation.htm.
>, [Last accessed December 10, 2017].
23
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which ERCA is working to have in the near future.24 The Ministry of Transport is

also working to have National Fleet Logistics Information Management System

(NFLIMS), the Logistics Information Management System (LIMS). These

modernization efforts by the government show us that, there is a tendency to move

towards creating paperless foreign trade environment.

Regardingthe regulatory framework, the concept ofbill of lading is recognized

under the 1960 maritime code and the 1960 commercial code by having the function

of carriage of contract, being a document of title and as evidence of the receipt of

goods. In addition, recently the so called Multimodal Transport Document

(multimodal/combinedbill of lading) is recognized under Multimodal Transport of

Goods Proclamation. The concept of electronicbill of lading is not mentioned in

word under the maritime code. However, under the multimodal transport

proclamation article 4/3 and 5/1 stated that the signature, as well as the document,

may be signed and recorded in electronic form respectively.

1.2. Statement of Problem

In Ethiopia cargo can be transported from abroad through two main modalities of

transportation that is either through carriage by air orcarriage by sea. Besides,

recently since 2012 the FDRE government has been realizing a multimodal transport

system to achieve the plan on the modernization of the logistics sector primarily to

address the long dwell times at the port and the demurrage costs in Djibouti.25

Accordingly, the multimodal is used for importation of containerized cargo and

some vehicle; and the unimodal is used for import of other cargoes and exports of

all types of cargoes. According to the 2012/13 Ethiopian Shipping Line sector annual

report, the total number of imports is shared between multimodal and unimodal is

43% and 57%, respectively. The goods transported through ocean which is either

bulk or containerized cargoes are characterized by consolidation or deconsolidation

near the source or destination which in effect would cost Ethiopia by the fact that, it

24 Ethiopia Custom and Revenue Authority, ‚Automating Foreign Trade Procedures•, at<
http://www.erca.gov.et/index.php/about-us#automation-in-erca>, Last accessed December 10,
2017].
25 Tilahun Lemmi Butta and Mekonnen Bogale Abegaz, ‚Challenges in the operation of multimodal
transport system: The case of Ethiopian shipping and logistics services enterprise•,International
Journal of Applied ResearchVol.2 No.7, 2016, PP. 927-932, at p. 927. [Here in after Tilahun and
Mekonnen,Challenges in the operation of multimodal transport system].
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is landlocked country. Therefore, there is a need to have well facilitated foreign trade

regime in order to use the opportunities at hand at the possible lower cost.

Regarding to the solution UNDP among others has recommended Ethiopia to give

emphasis for the development of the logistics sector.26 Particularly, it recommended

to use electronic means of exchange of trade related data and financial transactions.

Traditionally,all the documents serving the international trade which includes the

contract itself, sales confirmation, purchase confirmation, commercial invoice, and

letter of Cr,bill of lading (marinebill of lading, multimodal transportbill of lading,

airwaybill , and FIATA bill of lading) are interchanged manually. Hence, one who

wants to import or export has to process all these documents manually which cost

him too much energy, money, manpower and also with low efficiency and high error

possibility.However,as we are living in the age of information technology in which

everything is subject to technological application, international trade is digitalized.

Recently, as mentioned under the background there are some government action

towards digitalizing international trade transaction. This shows there is a move

towards paperless trade which includes shipping documents.

As mentioned on the background, Ethiopia is using paperbill of ladingthough there

are actual tendencies towards digitalizing it. However,

1. So far in Ethiopia, nothing is scientifically known as to whether there is an actual

need to digitalizebill of ladingor not?

2. There is also concern regarding the legal recognition or scope of recognition of

electronicbill of lading in Ethiopia.

ðü The caseunder the multimodal transport of goods proclamation. If argued it is

recognized, there are worries about its insufficiency owing to the absence of

detailed regulation.

ðü The case under the Maritime Code, customs law and security law of Ethiopia

ðü The caseunder the contract law: whether our law leaves the possibility of issuing

electronicbill of lading within the framework of contractual autonomy.

3. There are concerns regarding the main issues that a law dealing with electronic

bill of lading need to incorporate, upon the introduction of electronicbill of

26€National Logistics Strategy„, Available at
http://www.et.undp.org/content/ethiopia/en/home/library/poverty/national-logistics-strategy.html>,
[last accessed on December 20,2018].
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lading. Accordingly, the researcher conducted the study to address the above-

mentioned concerns.

1.3. Objective of the Study

1.3.1. General Objective

The primary and principal objective of the study is to investigate the need for

introducing electronicbill of ladingand regulation of it.

1.3.2. Specific objectives

ðØ To explore whetherthereis a need for introduction of electronic bill of ladingin

Ethiopiaor not?

ðØ To analyze and examine legal issues that need attention up on the introduction

of electronicbill of lading.

ðØ To examine whether policies and laws in Ethiopia are able to accommodate

electronic bill of lading.

ðØ To examine the possible regulatory remedies from the international

recommendation that allows well-functioning of electronicbill of lading and to

propose lesson for Ethiopia.

1.4. Research Questions

1.4.1. Main research question

The research is conducted to address the followingtwo interconnectedresearch

questions.

ðv Should Ethiopia introduce electronicbill of lading?

ðv If yes, how should the country regulateit?

1.4.2. Specific Research Questions

ðv Are there factors that necessitate the introduction of electronicbill of lading in

Ethiopia?  If so, what are they?

ðv What are the possible challenges of recognizing electronicbill of lading in

Ethiopia?
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ðv What are the legal issues that need attention up on introduction of electronic bill

of lading?

ðv Does the current legal environment adequately recognize and regulate electronic

bill of lading?

ðv What lessons should Ethiopia drawfrom the international recommendation on

regulation of electronicbill of lading?

1.5. Literature Review

To the best of the researcher knowledge; because of the fact that the concept of

electronicbill of lading is not yet developed in our country, so far there is no any

study conducted on the regulation and recognition of it. However,there are writings

regardingthe general legal status of electronic business transaction in Ethiopia27; but

not addressed the issue at hand. Nevertheless, at the international level there are

many writings on the regulatory aspects of electronicbill of lading.

1.6. Research Methods and Methodology

1.6.1. Research Design

For properly addressing the research questions and objectives, the researcher

employed qualitative research approach; as it is preferable due to the nature of the

study; which needs acquiring deep information from the informants and deep

legislativeand secondary source analysis.In addition, its high degree of flexibility

makes it suitable and better. Moreover, it is also more suitable to analyze data that

is gatheredthrough an interview as well as the analysis of legal and other texts that

will be relevant to my study.

From qualitative research approach, the researcher used both doctrinal and empirical

research type. By employing doctrinal research, the researcher analyzed the existing

domestic and international legislations, soft laws and scholarly writings to address

27Gebrehiwot Entehawu,The LegalFramework for Electronic Contracts in Ethiopia with Special
Emphasis on General Contract Law, LL.M thesis, Addis Ababa University, School of Law, 2013,
[Unpublished, available online]. [ Here in after,Gebrehiwot Entehawu,The Legal Framework for
Electronic Contracts in Ethiopia with Special Emphasis on General Contract Law] and Tigist
Ashenafi, TheLegality of E-commerce and E- signature Under Ethiopian Law, LL.M thesis, Addis
Ababa University School of law, 2017, [unpublished, available online].[Herein after, Tigist
Ashenafi, TheLegality of E-commerce and E- signature Under Ethiopian Law].
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the second centralresearchquestion.Empirical research type was employed to look

into the practical challenge of paperbill of lading and the need for the electronic

counterpart; which is to address thefirst central research question.

1.6.2. Data Sources and Gathering Methods

The researcher has used both primary and secondary sources of data. As a primary

source of data, the researcher used interview, domestic laws, international binding

legal instruments and soft laws. As secondary source the researcher used books,

official government and non-governmental organization reports, journal articles,

working papers, archival documents, master thesis,Ph.D. dissertation, electronic

sources and other available and relevant domestic and foreign literature regarding

the issue at hand.

The participants ofthestudy were personnelfrom Ethiopia Shipping and Logistics

Service Enterprise, Ethiopia Maritime Affairs Authority, Commercial Bank of

Ethiopia, Ethiopia Customs and Revenue Authority,Solo International Shipping and

Freight Forwarding Agent, MACCFA Fright Logistics,the Ethiopia Electronic

Single WindowProject, Ethiopian Petroleum Supply Enterprise andFreighters

International (PABOMI).To select these participants, the researcher employed

purposive sampling which is based on the participants• experience, position,

expertise, and other attributes to acquire general information which are vital to

addressthe research questions of the study. This is because of the fact that in case

of purposive sampling, sample can be built up in such a way that enablesthe

researcherto satisfy my specific needs in the study. In collecting data, the researcher

employed semi-structured interview. Because it isthe modest for research

participants who are professionals as well as who has prior knowledge on the issue.

Regardingthe sample size, the researcher took more participants until the criterion

of redundancy is met.

1.6.3. Data Analysis Method

The data gathered through both primary and secondary sources was analyzed by

employing qualitative data analysis method.  The researcher employed the accepted

steps of qualitative data analysis process; which includes data preparation,

familiarity with the data, interpreting the data and finally verification of the data.
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1.7. Significance of the Study

This research is useful to the law maker and policy designer to appreciate the need

of amending or enacting new laws which recognize and properly regulate electronic

bill of lading as the transportation document equivalent to traditional paper-based

bill of lading in international business transaction.

Over and above,it can provide a new insight for those who have interest on the

subject matter. Specifically, by providing sufficient knowledge and understanding

aboutimportance ofelectronicbill of lading and itspossiblein Ethiopia.

1.8. Scopeand Limitation of the Study

The study focused on the recognition and regulation of electronicbill of ladingunder

Ethiopia legal regime.By electronicbill of lading, the study is only limited to the

marine bill of lading. In doing so, it addressed the major theoretical and legal

deliberation on recognition and regulation of electronicbill of lading in Ethiopia.

Besides, this thesisanalyzed international recommendation on regulation of

electronicbill of lading to draw possible lesson for Ethiopia.

The major limitationthe researcher faced while conducting this research were time

constraint and lack of studies in relation to carriage contract andbill of lading in

Ethiopia. Inaddition, the fact that Ethiopia is undermartial lawhasaffected the

researcherwhile browsing materials from internet.

1.10. Organization of the Study

In order to address all the objectives and to answer all the research questions of the

study, the paper is structured into five chapters. The first chapter is general

introduction of the study; which includes background of the study, statement of the

problem, objectives, research questions, literature review, research methodology,

significance, scope and limitation and organizational structure of thestudy. The

second chapter deals with general conceptual framework aboutbill of lading and

introduction of electronicbill of lading in Ethiopia. Chapter three deals with legal

issues of electronicbill of ladingand analysis of the Ethiopian legal environment in

light of its compatibility for introducing electronicbill of lading. Chapter four of the

paper deals about how electronicbill of lading is regulated under the UNCITRAL
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Model Laws and the possible lesson to be drawn for Ethiopia. The last chapter is

conclusion and recommendation.
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CHAPTER TWO: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF

ELECTRONIC BILL OF LADING IN GENERAL AND

ITS INTRODUCTION IN ETHIOPIA

Introduction

In order to have alogical analysis of electronicbill of lading, a thorough

understanding of traditional paperbill of lading is necessary. Accordingly,this

chapter bring into the light about documents used in the international commercial

transaction, transport documents and its type,what the bill of lading is, historical

development ofbill of lading•s regulatory regime, function and types ofbill of

lading, problems of the traditional paperbill of lading and solution to alleviate such

problem. The second partof this chapter addressesdevelopment of anelectronicbill

of ladingin the international commercialtransaction. The third part of this chapter

is dedicated to addressaboutthe introductionof electronicbill of lading in Ethiopia

foreign trade regime.

2.1.Documents Usedin the International Commercial Transaction

In the international commercial transaction cargo cannot cross national boundaries

without passing extensive documentation process. As aresult,sometimes cargoes

may not reach to the proper destination for lack of the right documents at the required

time. Most of those documents are necessary documents in order to havea proper

international commercial transaction. Those documents are generally grouped into

three broad categories.28 The first group of documents iscalled commercial

documents whichcan be exchanged as between the buyer and the seller.29 Among

others, commercial documentsinclude requestfor quotation, Performa invoice,

purchaseorder, acceptance and confirmation, the contract itselfand commercial

invoice.30 The second category of documents is bankingdocuments in which the

process of paying and being paid is to be conducted. In this regard unlike other

28 C. Rama Gopal,Export Import Procedures: Documentation and Logistics, 1st ed., New Age
International(p) Limited Publisher, New Delhi, India, 2008, PP. 13. [Here inafter, Rama Gopal,
Export Import Procedures: Documentation and Logistics].
29 Ibid.
30 €Commercial Transaction Documents„, at <
http://instruction2.mtsac.edu/rjagodka/Importing_Information/DOCUMENTATION_Guide.pdf> [
last accessed March 28, 2018].
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modes of payment, paymentthrough Letter of Credit requires more complex

exchange of documents. Those documents areapplication for Letter of Credit, Letter

of Credit, Advice of Letter of Credit and Drafts.31 The third category of documents

aretransportation and insurance Documents.The very purpose of those documents

is to keep path of merchandise as it passes from one hand to another and to ensure

that the goods are not delivered to someone who is not entitled toreceive it.As the

concern of this thesis isbill of lading as one transport document the next section

deals withtransport documents.

2.2. Transport Documents

In case ofInternational commercial transaction sellers and buyers are located in

different countriesand even the goods whicharesubject tothetransaction may not

be in the hand of sellerrather it may be in another country.32 As a result,

transportationof goodsand on time delivery according to the trade terms and

conditions is required foran effective commercial transaction.In international

commercial transaction afterthe agreement has been made betweenthe seller and

buyer upon termsand conditions of the contract, they proceed with other important

steps in thetransaction, such as transportation, insurance, import and export

clearances, preparingcertifications of origin and administrative and commercial

processes.33

International sales andtransport contracts are differentin terms of liability and

documentation.International transport contracts, unlike sales contract which is

characterized by freedom of contract, is governed by mandatory statutes detailing

procedures and responsibilities of the transportation process.34 They are mostly

subject to strict regulation either by national statutes or international conventions.35

However, unlike transport contracts,the terms ofa sales contract arevoluntarily

31 Rama Gopal,Export Import Procedures: Documentation and Logistics, P.26.
32 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, The Use of Transport Documents in
International Trade, 2003, P.6. [Here in after, UNCTAD, The Use of Transport Documents in
International Trade].
33 Marek Dubovec, ‚The problems and possibilities for using Electronic Bills of Lading as Collateral•,
Arizona Journal of International & Comparative Law, 2006, Vol. 23, No. 2, PP.437-466, p. 438.
[Here in after,MarekDubovec,the problems and possibilities for using Electronic Bills of Lading as
Collateral]
34 Id., p.439.
35 Id., P.438
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agreedbetweenthe buyers and sellers.36 There are three kinds of transport;land

transport, maritime transport andair transport.Accordingly, either by the seller or

the buyer arrangement the goods can be transportedby either of these; this

transportation of goods involvestheuse of transport documents.37

Transport documentsis defined in Article 1(14) of the Rotterdam Rules as€a

document issued under a contract ofcarriage by the carrier that: (a) evidences the

carrier•sor a performing party•s receiptof goods under a contract of carriage; and

(b) evidences or contains a contract of carriage.„ However, it does not mean that all

transport documents have the function of being evidence for receipt of cargos anda

contract of carriage. Therefore, this definition is limited onlyto those documents

which are commonly regarded as non- negotiable transport documents.Transport

documents aredocumentsissued bytransport operators likeShipping Line, Airline,

International Trucking Companies, Freight forwarders, Rail way Operators,

Logistics Companyor their agents.38 Depending on the type of transport the parties

agreed to use, there are many types of transport documents employed by the

transport industry.Transport documents among others required to serve as bearer of

the information regarding thetransport andabout theterms and conditions to be

applicable.

2.2.1. Road and Rail Transport Documents

In case of road transport,CMR Note isused as the main transport document across

the world.CMR Noteisan international consignment note used by drivers, operators

and forwarders which governs the responsibilities and liability of the parties to a

contract for the carriage of goods by road.39 It is a consignment note with a standard

set of transport and liability conditions. CMR Note is an evidence which confirms

that the carrier has received the goods and that a contract of carriage exists between

the trader and the carrier.40 CMR note is not a document of title; as it does not

36 MarekDubovec,the problems andpossibilities for using Electronic Bills of Lading as Collateral,
p. 439.
37Ibid.
38 €Transport Documents Used in International Trade„, at <
http://www.globalnegotiator.com/files/Transport-Documents-Used-In-International-Trade.pdf>,
[last accessed, March 28,2018].
39 €Transport Documents„, at <https://logistics.public.lu/en/formalities-procedures/required-
documents/cargo-documents.html>,[last accessed, March 26,2018].
40 Ibid.
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necessarily giveits holderor the carrier rights of ownership or possession of the

goods.

If the mode of transport israil, Rail Consignment Note (CIM)is to be used.Rail

Consignment Noteis a document governed by the 1980 Convention concerning

International Carriage byRail (COTIF-CIM). It is issued by the carrier and is

considered as the rail carriage contract. This document is non-transferable and is not

requested upon arrival.Both the road and rail consignment note are digitalized. The

digitalization process is not as such difficult by thefact that both documents arenot

negotiable document and no need of having the original consignment note at the

disposal port.

2.2.2. Air Transport Documents

In case of air freight, it is theair waybill which servesas transport document.An

airwaybill is a contract of carriage between the shipper and the cargo carrier and it

is issued by the air carrier and serves as a receipt for the shippers.41 Air waybill sare

a nonnegotiabledocumentand cannot be issued as adocument of title.42 The

International AirTransportAssociation has implemented electronic air waybill in

the air cargo transport.The application of electronic air waybill requires the

fulfillment of certain conditions; among others, the shipper and the consignee must

sign MC9943 agreement. Moreover, the electronic version of the standard electronic

waybill must be accepted by the domestic custom authority.44

2.2.3.Non-NegotiableMarine Transport Documents

In the ancient societies, there was noneedof documentationof goods shipped on the

vessel due to the fact thatmerchants either owned the vessels themselves or they

accompanied the goodsuntil sold at the destination.45 As far as there is close control

41 Belay Seyoum, Export-Import Theory, Practices, and Procedures, Second Edition,Taylor &
Francis, New York, USA,2009, p.197. [Here in after,Belay Seyoum, Export-Import Theory,
Practices, and Procedure].
42Id., p.198.
43 Montreal Convention 1999.
44 Shoaib Bakhtyar and Jan A. Persson, ‚E �Waybill Solutions and Connections to ITS Applications:
Preliminary Analysis•,BlekingeInstitute of Technology, 2015, p.8. [Here in after,Persson, ‚E �
Waybill Solutions and Connections to ITS Applications: Preliminary Analysis].
45 Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, PhD Dissertation, University of Sterling,
2015, [Unpublished Available at university of Sterling Repository], p.12. [Here in after,Farhang
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of the ships by the merchants there is no needfor documentation. However, due to

the increase inthevolume of trade their routes were extended. As a result,it was not

practically possible for the merchant to remain physically present on each voyage.46

This brought about the separation of mercantilefrom carrier services. Consequently,

the shipping and mercantile community employed many transport documents to

alleviate such problem. Thesedocuments among others includeMate Receipt, Sea

waybill , Delivery order or warranty, Charter Parties, Booking Note andBill of

lading.

2.2.3.1. Mate Receipt

Mate Receipt isa document which acknowledges the fact that the carrier has

received thegoods onboard.47 Subject to the terms of the mate receipt thedocument

may be evidence of the condition ofthe goods when received.48 However,it is not

necessarily evidence of a contract of carriage though it is an evidence of a bailment.49

It is not negotiable or a document of title with the exception of particular

circumstances such as by custom of a port or trade.50

2.2.3.2. Sea Waybill

The second marine transport document is sea waybill . It is a documentwhich

evidences responsibilityby the carrier to theconsignorin order todeliverthe goods

to be transportedfor the person who is entitled to have it.51 The sea waybill only

servesasa receipt for the goods and evidence ofacontract of carriage; unlikebill of

ladingit is non-transferable and is not a document of title.52There is no need for the

waybill to be transferred to the port of release, it can remain in the hands of the

transporter and the consignee does not need to present the waybill to obtain the

Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic Bills of Lading
in Practice Amid Technological Change].
46 Id., p.13.
47 Rama Gopal,Export Import Procedures: Documentation and Logistics, p.20.
48 Alan Mitchelhill, Bills of Lading: Law and Practice, Second edition, Springer-Science+Business
Media, B.  V., Bristol, England, 1990, p. 52. [Alan Mitchelhill,Bills of Lading: Law and Practice].
49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
51 Diana Faber, ‚Shipping Documents and Electronic Data Exchange•, Law, Computers & Artificial
Intelligence, 1993, Volume 2, Number 1, p.21-34, p.24. [ Here in after, Diana Faber,Shipping
Documents and Electronic Data Exchange].
52 UNCTAD, The Use of Transport Documents in International Trade, p. 9.
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goods.  Mere identification ofhimself is sufficient.53 However, the sea waybill text

maybeneeded by customs, brokers or other authorities.54It is very paramount in

circumstances where a single company might betransferringgoods between its own

international locations and payment for exports is not required to be made.55 Sea

waybill cannot be used when there is thepossibilityof asale of the goodswhile they

are in transit.56 In addition, seawaybill wouldbe importantif therewere no letter of

credit is in place or where the parties'relationship is close and documentary security

is not required.57 Sea waybill is not expressly covered by the Hague and Hague-

Visby Rules though some domestic legislations gave recognition for it. Sea waybill

doesnot have legalrecognition under the Ethiopia law by the fact that theEthiopia

maritime code is the replicate ofThe Hagueand Hague Visby Rules.

2.2.3.3. Delivery Order

The third marine transport document is Delivery Order/Warranty.Deliver Orderis

defined as €written order by the shipper that names the party to whom delivery is to

be made.„58 Delivery order becomes important when a buyer of a bulk cargo wishes

to sell different portions of the cargo to different buyersandhe wishes to provide a

devicewhereby the rights and obligations as to delivery of those portionscan be

protected.59 It is in a case whenthe sellerin the course of the voyage sells parts of

the cargo to a number ofdifferent buyers.60 In this case, the sellerafter surrendering

the originalbill to thecarrierasks in return for a ship's delivery order for each parcel

of cargowhich he has sold.61 Afterwards, the delivery orders will be passedto the

individual buyersand they willpay for their parcels and they present the delivery

53 Boris Kozolchyk, ‚Evolution and Present State of Ocean Billof lading from a Banking Law
Perspective•,Journal of Maritime Law and Commerce, 1992, Volume 23, No.2, PP. 160-245, p. 216.
[ Here in after, Boris Kozolchyk,Evolution and Present State of OceanBill of lading from a Banking
Law Perspective]
54 Ibid.
55 Diana Faber,Shipping Documents and Electronic Data Exchange, p.24.
56 UNCTAD, The Use of Transport Documents in International Trade, p. 25.
57 Ibid.
58 Commercial Transaction Documents„, at <
http://instruction2.mtsac.edu/rjagodka/Importing_Information/DOCUMENTATION_Guide.pdf> [
last accessed March 28, 2018].
59 Richard Aikens, Richard Lord and Michael D.Bools,Bill of lading, Second ed., Taylor and Francis,
Publisher,London , England,2015,pp 29. [ Here in afterRichard Aikenset al,Bill of lading].
60 Diana Faber,Shipping Documents and Electronic Data Exchange, p.25.
61 Alan Mitchelhill, Bills of Lading: Law and Practice, p.53.
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orders to thecarrier and will obtainthe goodsat the discharge port.62 Delivery order

is recognized and defined under the 1960 Maritime code of Ethiopia.63

2.3.Bill of L ading

2.3.1.Origin and Historical Development ofBill of L ading

Bill of lading is the oldest transport document which may trace back to the age of

commerce and it is commonly defined through its functions.The sources of origin

of bill of lading are statutory laws regulatingbill of lading, case laws involvingBill

of lading, surviving copies of earlybill of lading and merchants• practices.The

translationsof clay tablets excavatedaround Near Eastsuggests that thebill of lading

has existed ina distinguishable formatas far back as Babylonian timesalthoughits

existence has not been proved conclusively.64Moreover, during the Roman Empire,

there is also an evidence which showed thatBill of lading was used by thebusiness

community. However, though thereare divergent views regardingthe proper birth

pace ofmodernbill of lading, it is agreed thatit was born in the Eleventh Century in

Europe because of theupsurgeof the commercial cities ofMediterranean.65 Since

the rise of theMediterraneancommercial cities,there was a high flow of shipment

of goods fromport to port, which in turn lead to disputesbetween shippers and the

ships' mastersas to what goods had been delivered on board.66 Consequently, this

fact necessitatesevidence of deliveryandstatutes were passed by various citiesas

of 1063A.D. Thestatutes requireeverycarrier to havea clerk who wasobliged to

take an oath of fidelity, and to enter in a parchmentbook or register a record of the

goods received from the shipper.67 Theseregistrations were required tobe made in

the presence of themaster, the shipper, and one other witness and the statute

providedthat this register should beevidence of the receipt of the goods.68 The first

62 Alan Mitchelhill, Bills of Lading: Law and Practice, p.54
63 Maritime Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, 1960,Negarit Gazetta, Extraordinary Issue, Proc. No.
164, 19th Year, No. 1, Article 195. [ Hereinafter, Maritime Code of the Empire of Ethiopia].
64 SamanthaPeel, The Development of the Bill of lading: Its Future in the Maritime Industry, PH.D.
Thesis, University ofPlymouth, 2002,[Unpublished, availableathttp://hdl.handle.net/10026.1/407.],
PP. 47. [Here in after,Samantha Peel,The Development of theBill of lading: Its Future in the
Maritime Industry].
65 Ibid.
66 Chester B. McLaughlin, Jr., ‚The Evolution of the OceanBill of lading•, 1926, The Yale Law
Journal, Vol. 35, No. 5, pp. 548-570, p. 554. [Here in after, McLaughlin, Jr.,The Evolution of the
OceanBill of lading].
67 Ibid.
68 McLaughlin, Jr., The Evolution of the OceanBill of lading, p.555.
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recorded evidence of thebill of lading which hasthe features of present-daybill s of

lading can be traced back to the 15th century transaction of wheat transported to

Alexandria, Egypt.69 This recordedbill of lading hasmost of the qualities of the

present daybill of lading; as it has thereceipt function, details of goods shipped and

a promise on the part of the carrier to carry and deliver the goods to the agreed

destination.70

Until sixteenand seventeenthcentury,bill of lading only served asreceiptof goods

asthe number of cargoes per shipwas too smallthebill of ladingneed notto perform

a contractualevidencefunction.71 During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

when itbecame difficultto enter a charter party with every shipper,bill swereissued

that contained the contract of carriage.72 Most importantly, by the eighteenth

century,the bill of lading recognized as negotiable by endorsement to address the

needs of those merchants who wished to dispose of their goods before the vessel

reached its destination.73This function set apartbill of lading from the other shipping

documents and merchantability of goods in transit was made possible bythe mere

act of endorsement and delivery.

Regarding the regulatory development ofbill of lading, it has passed through

different stages.During the medieval period, it was regulated by statutes of city

states. After seventeenth century case laws were developed in Englandand other

common law countries.The first national state which enacted legislation onbill of

ladingis theUSA, which is Harter Act of 1893.74 At the international level, the first

international conference for the creation of a uniform international system to

regulatebill of lading was held in The Haguein 1921 and theMaritime Law

Committee of theInternationalLaw Association drafted the rules.

However, although the intention ofthe committee was to make this rule as a

guideline to beadopted voluntarilyby the shipping communities, it was not

69 Farhang Jafari, The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, pp. 17.
70 Ibid.
71 Richard Aikens et al,Bill of lading, p. 8.
72 Ibid.
73 Wilson, Carriage of Goods by Sea, PP. 1.
74 Daniel E. Murray, ‚History and Development of the Bill of lading•,University of Miami Law
Review,1983, Volume 37, Issue 3, PP.689-732, p.703. [Murray,History and Development of theBill
of lading].
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practicable.75 As a result, there was a need to make it obligatory and International

conference was held in Brussels.To that end, The Haguerules become compulsory

and reenacted asInternational Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules

Relating toBill s of Ladingin 1924.76These rules were adopted throughout the world

for forty years.

However later on due to its limited areas of coverage and its limited protection given

to cargo owner, atInternational conference held in Visby,Sweden,amendments

were made toThe HagueRules andthe amendment is incorporatedas Brussels

Protocol of 1968; which is called The Hague- Visby Rules.77 However, many

developing countries sensed that the Hague-Visby rules did notaddressed the

legitimate concerns of cargo owners or shippers. As a result, the UnitedNations

Commission on InternationalTrade Law (UNCITRAL) was giventhe task of

drafting a new conventionand finally in 1978 it come up with new convention called

Hamburg Rules.78 Nevertheless, it came in to practiceafter 10 years of its enactment.

But, still there were problems which are not addressed by the Hamburg rules. Most

importantly an evolutionary modernization of transport practices like

containerization, door-to-door transport contractsand the use ofelectronic transport

documents necessitated a new international legal framework on carriage of goods by

sea.79 Consequently, the UNCITRAL working group on transport law come up with

United Nations Convention onContracts for the InternationalCarriage of Goods

Wholly or Partly by Seain 2009. However, this convention is not yetcomingin to

practice as the requirednumber of ratification is notmet.

75Boris Kozolchyk, Evolution and Present State of OceanBill of lading from a Banking Law
Perspective, p. 194.
76 Ibid.
77 Ibid.
78 Boris Kozolchyk,Evolution and Present State of OceanBill of lading from a Banking Law
Perspective, p. 194.
79 Meltem Deniz Gu¨ner-O¨zbek,The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea:An Appraisal of the •Rotterdam Rules•, 1st ed.,
Springer, Heidelberg, Germany, 2011, p. 51.[Herein after,Meltem Deniz, An Appraisal of the
•Rotterdam Rules].
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2.3.2.Definition and Function of Bill of Lading

Before proceeding to deal about the function ofbill of lading, it is better to see the

literal and legal definition ofbill of lading from different sources.According to

Richard Aikens and et al €[l]ike an elephant, abill of lading is generally easier to

recognize than to define„80 and mostly it is defined in terms ofits characteristics.

However, it does not mean that it has no literal as well as legal definition. Black•s

Law Dictionary defines it as;

document acknowledgingthe receipt of goods by a carrier or by the shipper'sagent
and the contract for the transportation of thosegoods; a document thatindicates the
receipt of goodsfor shipment and that is issued bya person engaged inthe business of

transporting or forwarding goods.81

According to this definition, bill of ladingis only an evidence for contract of carriage

and receipt of goods.This definition does not address the third function ofbill of

ladingthat isserving as adocument of title. Therefore, forthe writer of this paper,

it is not afulfilled definition rather only limited to the non- negotiablebill of lading.

An American judge Mr Justice Clifford says that abill of lading is "

a writtenacknowledgment signed by the master that he has received the goods therein
described from the shipper, to be transported on the terms therein expressed to the
described place of destination and there to be delivered to the consignee or parties
therein designated.„82

This definitiongave emphasisfor the receipt function ofbill of lading nothing is

stated as to its function as evidence of contract. However, the termto the‚. parties

therein designatedtell us thatthis definition includes the third functionof bill of

ladingthat is beingadocument of title.

Coming tothe international instruments regulatingbill of lading, both TheHague

and Hague-Visby rules donot define whatbill of lading is. However, the 1978

United Nation Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea (Hamburg Rules) unlike

its predecessors definebill of ladingas follows.bill of ladingmeans

document which evidences acontract of carriage by sea and the taking over or loading
of the goods by thecarrier, and bywhich the carrier undertakes to deliver the goods
against surrender ofthedocument [and has]provision in the document that the goods

80 Richard Aikens et al,Bill of lading, p.24.
81 Blackƒs Law Dictionary, 9th ed.,s.v. „Bill of lading.€
82 W. P.Bennett,The History and Present Position of theBill of lading as a Document of Title to
Goods, 1st ed., Cambridge University Press, England, 1914, pp. 79. [Here in after,Bennett,The
History and Present Position of theBill of lading as a Document of Title to Goods].
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are to be deliveredto the order of anamed person,or to order,or to bearer,constitutes
suchanundertaking.83

The first sentence of the above definition addresses the orthodoxy function ofbill of

ladingthat isits function asevidence for contract of carriage and receipt of goods.

Moreover, the phrase…to order or to bearer… from the second sentence tell us

that, it can be negotiable which in effect serve as document of title.The United

Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or

Partly by Sea gave definition for the whole marine transport document no specific

definition isgiven forbill of lading. Henceforth, asbill of lading is the main marine

transport document, the definition given for transport document is inclusive ofbill

of lading. Transport document is defined as a document issued under a contract of

carriage by the carrier that evidences the carrier•s or hisagentreceipt of goods under

a contract of carriage and evidencesthe contract of carriageitself.84 Besides,this

convention also divided transport documents in to negotiable and non- negotiable

transport document. By doing so, it acknowledgesbill of lading asa document of

title.

From the above given definitions, it is fair to deduce thatbill of ladingis an evidence

for contract of carriage,receipt of goods by the carrier and adocument of titleto

goods.

2.3.2.1.Bill of L ading asEvidence ofContract of Carriage

Despite the fact that there isdifference on the content of the contract of carriagefrom

jurisdiction to jurisdiction, it is commonly understood thatpromise totransportand

to deliver the goods given bythe ship-owner constitutes theessentialof every

contract of carriage. This rights and obligations areevidencedby abill of lading.85

A paperbill of lading in its complete form has contract clauses printed on the back

of the paper document.86 The terms and conditions on the reverse side of everybill

of lading can provide evidence of contract of carriage but does not constitute as

83 United Nation,United Nation Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea(Hamburg Rules),
1994, Article 1(7). [Here in after, United Nation,Hamburg Rules].
84 United Nation,United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods
Wholly or Partly by Sea(the Rotterdam Rules), 2009, Article 1(14). [ Here in after, UN, Rotterdam
Rules].
85 United Nations Commission on International Trade Law Working Group on Electronic Data
Interchange, Secretariat Note onElectronic Data Interchange, Vienna, Austria, 1996, pp.10. [ Here
in after UNCITRAL working Group on Electronic Data Interchange, Electronic Data interchange].
86 Ibid.
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contract of carriage itself.87 The contractof carriageis in normal circumstance

concluded orally before thebill of ladingis issued.Here it is good to know that if

the goods arelost or damaged before abill of lading is issued and also if theterms

of thebill of ladingdo not comply with those of the earlier oral agreementthe shipper

will not be deprived of a remedy for breach of contractrather he /she can prove by

producing oral evidence to establishtheterms of that agreement.88

The other issue regardingbill of lading function as evidence of contract is the fact

that whether it serves as an evidence for the contract between the carrier and third

party- endorsee. Generally, the third party-endorsee is considered to be a good faith

purchaser of the goods mentioned in thebill of lading on the terms and conditions

mentioned in that.89 As a result, any variationin the actual contract between the

carrier and the shipperwould not affect the bona fide endorsee.90 The very oral

contract between the carrier and the shipper at the time of sailing cannotbe raised

as a defense unless it is properly included on thebill of lading.91 Therefore, a bill of

lading itself is anexclusive evidence of the contract between the carrier andthird

partyendorsee.92 However, incase of charter party contract, bill of lading is notan

evidence ofthe contract between the issuer andcharter-party ratherevidence ofa

contract between the parties.93

2.3.2.2.Bill of L ading asEvidenceof Receipt

As a matter offact, the receipt function is the primary function ofany transport

document. Likewise,from the inception ofbill of lading itself, the very purpose of

bill of lading was to serve asbailment receipt which was required to obtain delivery

of the goods at the port of discharge. Bill of lading has three receiptfunction though

87 Wilson,Carriage of Goods by Sea, PP. 127.
88Ibid.
89Farhang Jafari, The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic
Bills of Lading in PracticeAmid Technological Change, pp.66.
90Krailerk Euarjai, International Carriage of Goods by Sea: Problems in Bills of Lading and Their
Impact in Australia and its Major Trading Partners in Asia, LL.M Thesis,University of Tasmania,
1999, [Unpublished available at], p. 53. [ Here in after,Krailerk Euarjai,International Carriage of
Goods by Sea: Problems in Bills of Lading and Their Impact in Australia and its Major Trading
Partners in Asia].
91Ibid.
92Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic Bills
of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, pp.67.
93Id., pp.65.
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thereis some difference regardingthe details of each function between the common

law and The Hague and Hague-Visby rules.

The first function is;it is a receiptas to quantity.Under the common law legal

system, thebill of lading is prima facie evidence of the weight or quantity of goods

shipped.94 Here,the carrier has the burden of provingthat the goodsstated in thebill

were not shipped; which very difficult and unlikely to prove the otherwise as he is

required toclearly establish that the goods were not in factshipped.95 Under the

Hague Rules,it is upon the shipper requestthat the carrier issue abill of lading

describing the quantity of the goods to be shipped.96 Therefore, the carrier is not

obliged to issue abill in order toacknowledgethe quantity of cargoshipped as far

as he is not required to do so bythe shipper.

The same position is taken by the Ethiopia maritime lawsince the source of

Ethiopian maritime law is The Hague Rules. As per article 183(1) of the 1960

maritime code of Ethiopia, €Bill of ladingshall show... thenumber of packages, and

objects, or the quantity or weight of the goods, in accordance with the particulars

given by the shipper in writing beforeshipment.„97 Like what is stated under the

Hague rules,a prior request by the shipper isrequired.Generally, under both

circumstances, the signature of the carrier on thebill is enoughto proof of the goods

shipped.

The second function is receipt as to the conditionor qualityof the goods shipped.

Goods shipped aremostly providedwith a statement as to theapparent order and

condition of the good. This statement is among the central element ofbill of lading.

The problemis how apparent it is?What is mostly agreed under both the common

law and thecivil law legal system is thatit is sufficeif the carrierhas afrank belief

on the accuracy of thestatementandthis beliefis the one that could be taken bya

reasonablycarrier.98 Therefore,the carrier or his agent is required to judgeby a

reasonableoutward inspectionnot the absolute accuracy of statements.Under the

Ethiopianmaritime code,the reasonable man standard measurement is adopted.99

94Wilson,Carriage ofGoodsby Sea, p. 118
95 Ibid.
96 Wilson, Carriage of Goods by Sea,p.  120.
97 Maritime Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Article 183(1).
98 Wilson, Carriage of Goods by sea, pp., 121-122
99 Maritime Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Article 183(3).
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Both under the common law as well as The Hague/ Hague Visby rules,statements

as to the condition in which goodsare shipped are prima facie evidencefor the

shipper and become conclusive evidenceonce thebill transferred to thehands of a

good faithholder of it.100

Thirdly, bill of lading is a receipt as to the leading marks.Leading marks are the

identity or description of the goods. For theidentification purpose and thestatements

in thebill of ladinghascontainer numbers, serial numbers and other items, such as

marks on the packagesetc.101Both under the common law and the Hague and Hague-

Visby rules, such statements haveprima facie evidence against the carrier and

conclusive evidence when thebill is transferred to the good faith holder of it.102

Despite the fact thatreceipt function is a common function of every transport

documents,it would become veryimportant in case ofbill of lading. This is due to

the fact that thenegotiability and sale of the goods in transitdemand thereproduction

of the proper quantity, quality and condition of the goodson the ship.103

2.3.2.3Bill of L ading as Document of Title

As to what is to mean bya document of title, there is no statutory definition given

under any of international legal instruments governing carriage by sea in general and

bill of lading in particular.As per the black•s law dictionarydocument of title is

defined as €written description, identification, or declaration of goods authorizing

the holder…to receive, hold, and dispose of the document and the goods it

covers.„104 This definition has two elements; one thing it is a written declaration of

goods that representthe goodsconstructively; second, it is an authorization to

dispose or otherwise of the goods and the document itself.Bill of lading recognized

as a document of titlein adecision made two centuries ago in the case of Lickbarrow

v Mason.105 Since then, the development of thebill as a document of title has been

100 Wilson,Carriage of Goods by sea, pp., 121-122.
101 Farhang Jafari, The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change,p.49.
102 Wilson,Carriage of Goods by Sea, p. 126.
103 Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, pp. 48.
104 Black•s law dictionary, pp. 555
105 Lickbarrow vs Mason [1794] is a landmark case in the history of bill of ladingto determine
whether a Bill of lading has a document of title function or not.The case is litigated morethan six
years in England and finally the court decides that by the custom of merchants the transfer of a Bill
of lading always transfers constructive possession of the cargo to the transferee.
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successful and it exercises a tripartite rolein relation to the contract of carriage, to

the sale of goods in transit, and to the raising of a financial credit.106

Unlike other transport documents used in the international commercial transaction,

the functionof thebill of lading as a document of title is a unique feature ofit.107 In

addition to theshipper- carrier relationship,bill of lading through itsfunction asa

document of title produces effects in the context of the carrier/consignee and

buyer/seller relationship.108The negotiability ofbill s of lading came in to seen in sea

transport due to the fact that the voyages were normally lengthy andslow.109 The

owners ofcargoneeda document of title to sellthe goods in transit and inorder to

raise credit for an international sale.110

The first role ofbill of lading as document of title is its function in the contract of

sale. Indorsement and delivery of thebill of lading transfers ownership from the

shipper to the endorsee. However,accordingto Wilson, the fulfillment of the

following conditionsis required.111 First, thebill has to be transferable on its face

that can expressly deliverable to the ‚order or assigns• of the shipper or consignee.

Second, thegoods must bein transit at the time of the endorsement.However, this

does not mean thatthe cargoneeds tobe at sea; rather it may be under thepossession

of a forwarding agent or carrier for the purposes of carriage and not yet be handled

by the carrier who is entitled to deliver it to the port ofdisposal. Third, thebill must

be initiatedby a person witha good titleasanendorseeattainsno better title than

that held by theendorser. Fourth, the endorsement must be accompanied by an

intention to transfer the ownership in the goods covered by thebill of lading. The

endorsement should not bean in-house movement of goods transnational business

entities located in different states.

Bill of lading by beinga document of titlehas an important functionin financing

contract of sale. It is known that buyers and sellers have opposing and conflicting

interests. Inthe normal course of things especially in the international trade, the

106 Wilson,Carriage of Goods by Sea, p. 131.
107Torsten Schmitz, TheBill of lading as a Document of Title•,Journal of International Trade Law
and Policy, 2011, Vol. 10, Issue: 3, pp.255-280, p.260-261. [Here in after, Torsten Schmitz,TheBill
of ladingas a Document of Title].
108 UNCITRAL working Group on Electronic Data Interchange, Electronic Data interchange, pp.10.
109 Wilson, Carriage of Goods by Sea, pp. 130.
110 Ibid.
111 Id., pp. 131-132.
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buyer wants to examine the goods as to whether they are in conformity with the sale

contract or not before performing payment. Similarly, the seller also does not want

to release the goods for transportation unless he gota guaranty that the agreed

contractual price will be paid.112

Bill of lading as a document of title can reconcile this opposing and conflicting

interest of the parties undertheinternational sales contract.Under international trade

banks have an important role in financing contract of sale through a system of

documentary credits.113Though banks may have another security, the finalguarantee

againstnon-paymentof the credit entered by the buyer isthepossession of thebill

of ladingas a document of title to the goods.114 In a documentary credit system,the

eventualbuyer requests his bankcommonly called buyers bankto open a credit in

favor of the seller and. On the other side,the seller isalso required to ship the

contract goods and then to submit appropriate documents in the required form to the

bank. According to Wilson, bill of lading has very much importance in a

documentary credit transaction. He stated that;at thepreliminarystep, the bank is

able to check the information on thebill to guaranteethat the seller hasadheredwith

all the conditionslevied by the bank for granting the creditbefore it makes any

advancepayment.115

Thus,statements on thebill indicating the quantity and description of the goods

shipped will be checked with the corresponding details on the sales invoice to see if

thereis any discrepancy.116 Of equal importance to the bank will be thedate on

which the goods were shipped, whether they were shipped in good order and

condition and whether or not they were loaded on deck.117

Moreover, the bankis also interested inits attribute as a negotiable document of title.

If thebill of lading is not negotiable, it cannot be able to provide the required security

for the credit the bank has given.  If it is negotiable, at the end of the day if the buyer

fails to perform payment, the bank can control and own the goods through that

112 Torsten Schmitz,The Bill of ladingas a Document of Title, p.268.
113Wilson,Carriage of Goods by sea, p.133.
114Torsten Schmitz,TheBill of ladingas a Document of Title,p.268.
115 Wilson,Carriage of Goods by Sea, p. 135.
116€Bill of lading Financing„, available at <http://www.handybulk.com/bill-of-lading-financing>,
Last accessed, on march 20,2018].
117Wilson Carriage of Goods by sea, p. 133-134.
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negotiablebill .118 Therefore, the function ofbill of lading as documentof title is

central and pivotal in making the international trade more effective through

financing international sale contract.

Thirdly, bill of lading through its function ofa document of title has an important

functionto have an effectivecarriage contract. Bill of lading as a document of title

would impact right to control and right to claim delivery of goods. The rightto

control and to claim delivery of goodsincludesto stop the goods in transit, their

withdrawal already at the terminal of departure, to unload, to warehouse or to reroute

the goods, and to deliver the goods to some other person than the first consignee

indicated in thebill of lading at any stage of the transit, as well as to change theplace

of delivery of the goods.119This all rights are under the exclusive control of the

consignor from the moment the carrier takes charge of the goods as far as the

consignor retains all originals of thebill of lading.120 However, after the consignor

has transferred one negotiable originalbill of lading, the consignor loses that right

of control and the one who has that originalbill of lading can claim delivery of the

goods as soon as they reach the place of final destination or can order anything he

wants.121

2.3.3. Types ofBill of L ading

Differentiating and identifying the different form ofbill of lading is very crucial to

fully understand the functions,importance of the document itself and to appreciate

and understand howall the elementsunder those different forms can be converted

into anelectronic format. Despite the fact that there are widely practiced types of

bill of lading across the world,there is no single agreed list ofbills of ladingrather

there are regional and localdifferences on the names andfeatures of thesebill s of

lading.122

118 WilsonCarriage of Goods by sea, p. 133-134.
119 UNCITRAL working Group on Electronic Data Interchange,Electronic Data interchange,p.11.
120 Ibid.
121 UNCITRAL working Group on Electronic Data Interchange, Electronic Data interchange,p. 12.
122 Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding theApplication of Electronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, p. 24.
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Bill of ladingaccording todifferent needs of application can be divided into different

categories.123 According to the nature of itstransferability, bill of lading can be

classified in to three asstraightconsigned, to order and bearerbill of lading. Straight

consignedbill of lading is regardedas non- negotiablebill of lading; whereasthe

lattertwo; toorder andto bearerbill s are negotiablebill of lading. Secondly, taking

the fact thatwhether the goods are shipped or not, it can bedivided into boardbill

of ladingand for shipmentbill of lading. Moreover, depending onthecondition of

the goods shipped,bill of lading can be classified into clean and closed (unclean)

bill of Laing.Furthermore, depending on the mode of transport used and the centers

of distribution, it can be divided in to direct, thorough and multimodalbill of lading.

Sometimes, it is also usual to find classification ofbill of lading asashort form and

long formbill of lading. As the research is concerned on the electrification ofBill of

lading, the next part addresses those types ofbill of lading whichneeds an attention

for such process.

2.3.3.1.NegotiableBill of L ading

The orthodoxy presumption is thatbill of lading is a transferable document as far as

it is stated as negotiable by the shipper when drawing up thebill .124 Negotiable

transport document /bill of lading is legally recognized under The Hague, Hague-

Visby, Hamburg and Rotterdam Rules. However,it is the RotterdamRuleswhich

expressly define as to what is to mean by negotiablebill of lading.

It is defined as;

[t]ransport document that indicates, by wording such as €to order„ or €negotiable„ or
other appropriate wording recognized as havingthe same effect by the law applicable
to the document, that the goods have been consigned to the order of the shipper, to the
order of the consignee, or to bearer, and is not explicitly stated as being €non-
negotiable„ or €not negotiable„125

123Classifications of Bill of lading, at <
http://resources.alibaba.com/topic/800027530/Classification_of_Bill_of_Lading.htm>, [last
accessed, on March 30, 2018].
124 Paul Todd,Principle of Contract of Carriage by Sea, First ed.Routledge, London, United
Kingdom, 2016, pp. 239. [Here in after,Paul Todd, Principle of Contract of Carriage by Sea].
125 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly
by Sea, 2009, Article 1(15). [ Here in after, The Rotterdam Rules]. See also €Negotiable transport
document„, available at <http://scm.gsom.spbu.ru/Negotiable_transport_document>, [last accessed
on March 22,2018].
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As per this definition negotiablebill of lading can be to the order of the consignee,

to the order of the consignor or to bearer. Besides, that document does not explicitly

stated as being non- negotiable or not negotiable.

In Ethiopia both to order or tobearerBill of ladingare recognized under the maritime

code as well as the multimodal transport proclamation.126

A. Order bill of lading

An order bill is a commonly usedbill of lading by the International marine

community.Orderbill of lading is one wherethere isa descriptionon thebill to a

consignee or€to his order„ or to consignee or€his assigns.„ 127An orderbill of lading

may also be made where the consignee is simply a named person but other parts of

the bill indicate a requirement to deliver to his order and/or or assign.128 The fact

that stipulationis there as tothe order or assigns of the consignee givesflexibility

regarding the transferability of thebill to the third party byan endorsementof the

bill as it is or inablank.

B. Bearer or blank bill of l ading

Bearerbill of lading is abill in which there is no requirementfor the carrier to deliver

the good either to thenamed consignee or endorseerather the carrier is requiredto

deliver it to anyonewho holds thebill .129 Commonly onthe face oforder or blank

bill , there is an explicit mentioning of the words ‚toa bearer of the document•

without mentioning any name or thewords ‚as to the order thereof.130 Bearer(blank)

bill of ladingis easilytransferable and itis a document of title. It can beconverted

into another type ofbill by endorsementof the holder.131

126 Maritime Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Article 189 andMultimodal Transport of Goods
Proclamation, 2007,Federal Negarit Gazette, Proc. No, 548, 13th Year, No. 59, Article 6(1). [ Herein
after,Multimodal Transport of Goods ProclamationNo. 548].
, Article 6(1).
127 Richard Aikens et al,Bill of lading, p. 33.
128 Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, p.27.
129 Id, pp.28.
130 Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application ofElectronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, p.27.
131 Richard Aikens et al, Bill of lading, p. 32.
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2.3.3.2.Non- NegotiableBill of L ading

Non- negotiablebill of lading is commonly referred as astraightor non-transferable

bill of lading. Non-negotiablebill s of ladinghavecommercial application where a

negotiable document is not required; this is in caseswhere the identity of the

consignee is known from the outset,the goods are not of a type that islikely to be

resoldand alsofor shipping items that have already been paid for.132Non- negotiable

bill of lading is very important to lessen the risks of the carrier by the fact that

consignee is the only person entitled to claim delivery at the port of discharge.133

However, unlike other non- negotiable transport documents specially thesea

waybill , the consignee is required to present it before the carrier in order to have the

cargo.134

2.3.3.3.Thorough Bill of L ading

In literature,we can alsofind that thoroughbill of lading is namedastransshipment

bill of lading. Thoroughbill of lading is all-inclusiveBill of lading whichallows for

the shipping carrier topass the cargo through severaldifferent distribution centers

mostly in case of long ocean route.135 Throughbill of lading is mostlyused where

the main carrier undertakes to perform a portion of the carriage andundertakesan

arrangement for the remaining voyage. The main carrier may actas forwarding agent

for the remainingroador rail waycarriage.136

Unlike, multimodalbil l of lading, in case of thoroughbill of lading, a single mode

of transportation to be carried out by two or more different carriers and sub

carriers.137 A thoroughbill of lading is negotiableandis accepted as a document of

title. ThoroughBill of lading is recognized under the 1960 commercialcode of

Ethiopia. Acarrier who issues a throughbill of ladingshall alone exercise the rights

and incur the liabilities arising out of the various stages of transituntil thecompletion

of the sea carriage.138

132 Paul Todd,Principle of Contract of Carriage by Sea, p242.
133 Ibid.
134 Ibid.
135 Paul Todd,Principle of Contract of Carriage by Sea, p.245.
136 Richard Aikens et al,Bill of lading, p, 42, para. 2.76.
137 Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change,p.30
138 Maritime Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Article 204.
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2.3.3.4.Multimodal Transport Bill of L ading/ Transport Document

Multimodal transportbill of lading is also knowing by other names as multimodal

transport document, intermodal, combined, house-to-house, door-to-door bill of

lading. Multimodalbill of lading isusedfor containerized door-to-door shipments

that usedifferent means of transportation from origin to destination.139 For

multimodalbill of lading, €unlike the case under throughBill of lading, the principal

carrier or the freight forwarder takes on full liability under a contract of carriage for

the entire journey of the cargo by the whole modes of transportation.„ 140Multimodal

transportbill of lading can be both negotiable and non- negotiable.In Ethiopia legal

system, it is regulated under the Ethiopia Multimodal Transports of Goods

Proclamation.

2.3.4. Problems of PaperBill of L ading

Unlike othertransport documents likewaybill s, in case ofbill of lading delivery of

the goods has to be madeonly against surrender of the document. Because ofthis

unique feature, Bill of lading hasdual purpose.First,it protects theinterest of holder

bykeepingthebasic term of the contract of carriage that the carrier must only deliver

the goods against presentation of the bill of lading.141 Second, the carrier will be

relievedfrom further obligationsby delivering the goods againstpresentation of the

bill of lading.142

Paperbill of lading by having this unique feature and dual purpose hasserved the

world community for centuries. However, ithas some major drawbacks. First of all,

the cost of engaging in the business is often high in the case of applying a paperbill

of ladingand the slow pace of paper transactions makes this cost even higher which

is estimated to be 10% of the value of the product.143

139 Oleg Drobitko, ‚Transport Documents in Multimodal Transportations•, Mykolas Romeris
University, 2010,PP. 45-55, p. 53. [Here in after, Drobitko,Transport Documents in Multimodal
Transportations.]
140 Business dictionary, €Multimodal Bill of lading„, available at <
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/multimodal-bill -of-lading-B-L.html >, [last accessed
March 20,2018].
141Wilson,Carriage of Goods by sea, p. 154.
142Ibid.
143 Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Chang, p.35.
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Thesecondproblem of paperbill of lading is thatthere are cases in whichbill s of

lading may arrive after the cargo.There are two main reasons forthelate arrival of

bill of lading. First, most importantly with commodities trade, the samecargo is

often sold many times on the voyage. This problem will be aggravated if the voyage

is fairly short and each sale is financed by two banks; which always needs to inspect

the documents.144However, thebill of ladingmostly failed topass through thehands

of a number of traders and their banks in time, even if couriers are used instead of

mail.145 The second justificationfor thelate arrival of cargo is materialized because

of technological innovations madein ship designs, advances in navigational

equipment and an increase inoperational efficiency. This innovation and

advancements make the ships, the loading and discharging process easy and fast.146

The advent of multimodal transportfurther accelerates the pace at which goods are

moved. Carriershaveestablished integrated transportsystems between themselves

and enterprises representing other modes of transport such as rail, road and air.

Although the above improvementshave resulted in theacceleratedarrival of the

goods at the endpoint port, the speed at whichdocuments are processedis still

sluggish.147 Delayed arrival ofbill of lading is reported by major trading nations

such asBelgium, Germany, Greece, Japan and New Zealandas the main problem

with the use of traditional paperbill s of lading.148

The other problem of paperbill of lading is fraud. Trade documentation is prone to

fraud by the fact that the documents used are easy to forge despite all efforts to the

contrary. Today, as anyone can notice, the technology to produce forgeries is

becoming better, cheaper and more widely available.149Moreover, the documentary

process due to its nature ofcomplexity gives fraudsters opportunities to exploit the

144Paul Todd,Principles ofthe Carriage of Goods by Sea, Taylor and FrancisGroup, London New
York, 2015,p. 360. [Here in after,PaulTodd,Principles of the Carriage of Goods by Sea]
145Rouhshi Low,‚Replacing the Paper Bill of lading with anElectronicBill of lading: Problems and
PossibleSolutions•, International Trade and Business Law, 2000, pp.159-218, p. 163. [ Here in after,
Rouhshi Low,Replacing the PaperBill of lading with an ElectronicBill of lading: Problems and
Possible Solutions].
146Rouhshi Low, Replacing the Paper Bill of lading with an Electronic Bill of lading: Problems and
Possible Solutions, p.164.
147Paul Todd,Principles of the Carriage of Goods by Sea, p.360.
148Rouhshi Low,Replacing the PaperBill of lading with an ElectronicBill of lading: Problems and
Possible Solutions, p.164.
149 Ibid.
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system.150The problem is the fact that victims are mostly from developing countries

who are inexperienced buyers with no expertise in international trade.151 The fraud

may be conductedin different ways: among others,the fraudsters may create a fake

set ofbill s of lading that looks sufficiently genuine against which they seek to take

delivery of the cargo in advance of the genuine receiver with the assistance of

insiders.152 In other cases the fraudsters will seek to create genuine lookingbill s of

lading or other cargo documents, copying corporate styles and logos, and going as

far as including genuine ship and shipment details.153

2.3.5. Solutions for Problem of PaperBill of L ading

The aboveshortcomings associated with the use of paperbill s of lading obligesthe

shipping industry to lookmechanisms for the replacement of paperbill of lading.

Many options are proposed and employed by the shipping community to address

drawbacks of paperbill of lading.

The first solution proposed was to use short formbill of lading.154 The principal

purpose of this action was to simplify documentation and increase the speed of

production by reducing the amount of information on thebill . It was done by

removing the printed terms of the contract of carriage from the reverse of thebill .155

Short form bill of lading can beproduced in twoforms as either by printingthe

carriers nameat the head or by inserting the name of the selectedcarrierin thebill

by the shipper.156 The later one is preferred by the commercial community asit is

available for universal use andcompatiblewith the needof the shipper to give

separatebill s fitting to eachcarrier.157 Consequently, through this short form ofBill

of lading; all functions ofbill of lading wereachieved. However, doubt was raised

150Sy, Ibrahim,Electronic Bills of Lading: Implications and Benefits for Maritime Transport in
Senegal, MSc. Thesis,World Maritime University, Malmo, [unpublished available at Digital
Repository of the world maritime University.], P.37.
151Ayad H. A. AI-Azzawi,the Crime of International Maritime Fraud: A Comparative Study between
Iraqi and English Law, PhD Dissertation, University of Glasgow, School of Law, 1998. [Unpublished
available online], p.24.
152 ‚Four Cargo Frauds to watch out for• at <https://www.maritime-executive.com/article/4-Cargo-
Frauds-to-Watch-Out-For-2014-01-30. > [Last accessed December 30, 2017].
153 Ibid.
154Wilson,Carriage of Goods by Sea. p.161.
155Ibid.
156 Ibid.
157Id., p. 158.
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as to whether it fulfills all the requirements of the doctrine of noticeand resulted in

reluctance to use both under the common law and civil law legal system.158

Secondly, if the goods are unlikely to be resold while it isin transit; non-negotiable

sea waybill is proposedand used.159 In case of sea waybill , the consignee is not

required to present the original sea waybill rather mere identification of himself as

consignee by any means is suffice.160 As result, the cargo will be released without

waiting for the production of the waybill and thisreducesthedelayof delivery, the

possible incidence of loss and damage, thecosts of delivery, storage and demurrage

and the potential fraudbecause of stolen and lost documents.161

However, stillsea waybill cannot replace thevery unique and importantcommercial

function of paperbill of lading. First of all, it doesn•tgive the seller the security of

holding abill of lading simply he has to trust the buyer for payment.162 It does not

also protect the carrier if he delivers to someone not entitled and also not serve as

security for banks under documentary credits.163Moreover, negotiablebill s of lading

are advisable when dealing withunknownforeign buyers or sellers, because the

parties can finance these transactions andprotect their interests, through the use of

documentary credit which is impossible in case of sea waybill .164

In case oftradingcommoditycargoes which are vulnerable for repeated negotiation

duringtransit (oil tanker trades andbulk cargoes of grain, ore andcoal) andfinanced

by documentary credits; sea waybill cannot besolution rather a document of title has

to be used.165 Thus, what would be the practical solution? Internationally it has been

recognized that electronicbill of lading is the best solutionto deal withthe problem

of paperbill of lading. In order to minimize the problem of fraud onbill of lading,

158Wilson,Carriage of Goods by Sea. p.158.
159 Todd,Principles of the Carriage of Goods by Sea, p.246 andWilson,Carriage of Goods by Sea.
P.159.
160 Ibid.
161Rouhshi Low,Replacing the PaperBill of lading with an ElectronicBill of lading: Problems and
Possible Solutions, p.165-166.
162 Todd,Principlesof the Carriage of Goods by Sea, p. 246.
163 Ibid.
164David A. Bury, ‚Electronic Bills of Lading: A Never-Ending Story•,Tulane Maritime Law Journal,
2016, Vol.41, PP. 197-238, at p.209.[ Here in after, Bury,Electronic Bills of Lading: A Never-Ending
Story]
165Ibid.
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still an electronic solution is the best alternatives by taking high level security

protection.Consequently, the concept of electronicbill of lading is developed.

2.4. Electronic Bill of L ading

2.4.1. Dematerialization process ofBill of L ading

The advent of technology in the telecommunications sector brought different and

faster ways of conducting business transactions at the national and international

level. Today, it is normal to see that persons around the corner of the globe can

conduct any business transaction in electronic form without having physical contact

and withoutsending and receiving paper documents.166 An electronic document is

an electronic data containing information which issaved in an electronic form orin

a form of electronic messages sent from one person to another one.167 Here, the

original electronic document is the electronic data or message itself and not a print-

out of the information it contains.168 As transport documentsare one of the most

important documents that are used in the international commercial transaction, the

business community employed electronic means of communicating those

documents.

Generally, thedematerializationof electronictransport documentcan beachieved

throughdifferent methods.169First of all,after issuing thetraditional paper document

the parties may agree and depositthe documentwith a third party electronic service

provider.Here, the electronic service provider conducts theadministrationof the

paper documentand the trading process of that document will be conductedby

electronic messages and electronic communicationsas between the shipper, the

consignee,theendorsee, the carrier andthe service provider himself.170 Such types

of dematerialization areadvantageous by the fact thatthe law applicable to paper

transportdocument is fully applicable.171 However, such dematerialization process

166Rouhshi Low, Replacing the PaperBill of lading with an ElectronicBill of lading: Problems and
Possible Solutions, p. 166.
167Ibid.
168Raphael Brunner, Electronic Transport Documents and Shipping Practice Not Yet a Married
Couple, Zurich University, Zurich, 2007.  [Unpublished, available at the university electronic
Repository], p.20. [Here in after,Brunner,Electronic Transport Documents and Shipping Practice
Not Yet a Married Couple].
169Brunner,Electronic Transport Documents andShipping Practice Not Yet a Married Couple, p.21.
170Ibid.
171Ibid.
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is not suitable for all transport documents. This may be important for transport

documents in which the original transport documentsare not required for

presentation before the carrier. For transport document like oceanbill of lading, such

dematerialization process is not helpful.

The second dematerialization option isto substitute the paper transportdocument

and the wholeprocedures by electronic messages. However, still this system is

depending on thethird-party registry system.The third party provides the

contractual basis and administer the electronic registry system.172 The third option

is a complete dematerialization of transport documentshaving all functions of a

traditional paper transport documentwithout the involvement of any third party.173

The first two are commonly called registry system whereas the third one isreferred

to asthetoken system.

2.4.2. Definition of ElectronicBill of L ading

Definition of an electronic document was thefocusof scholarlywritings for the past

three decades.174 Electronic bill of lading as electronic document is defined by

different writings from the very inception of the concept up to today.Literally

electronicbill of lading can be defined as electronic counterpart of paperbill of

lading. For the purpose of this research,let•s look the following twodefinitions.

Richard Aikens and et al. defined electronicbill of lading as€aseries of electronic

messages, in a form similar to emails, containing information or instructions relevant

to the goods concerned and their carriage and delivery, of the same type as in a paper

bill .„175As per this definition electronicbill of lading is series of electronic messages

havinganequivalent function with paperbill of lading as evidence ofa contract of

carriage,receipt and document of title.

We cannot findadirect definition of electronicbill of lading under the international

convention governingcarriage by sea. However, The United Nations Convention on

172Brunner,Electronic Transport Documents and Shipping Practice Not Yet a Married Couple,p.21.
173Ibid.
174Vladimir Savkovi†, ‚Towards Broader Use of Electronic Bills of Lading in International Transport
of Goods: United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly
or Partly by Sea (2009)ƒ A New Incentive or an Obstacle?•SEE Law Journal, 2014, Vol. 1 No. 1,
pp. 85-95. P.86. [Here in after,Vladimir Savkovi…, •Towards Broader Use of Electronic Bills of
Lading in International Transport of Goods].
175 Richard Aikenset al,Bill of lading, p. 53, para. 118.
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Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea electronic

transport records defines electronic transport record.As electronic transport record

includes all electronic transport documents to be utilized by the marine community,

the definition given for electronic transport record is inclusive of electronicbill of

lading. Accordingly, electronictransport record is defined as;

information in one or more messages issued by electronic communication under a
contract of carriage by a carrier, including information logically associated with the
electronic transport record by attachments or otherwise linkedto the electronic
transport record contemporaneously with or subsequent to its issue by the carrier, so
as to become part of the electronic transport record, that[e]vidences the carrier•s or
a performing party•s receipt of goods under a contract of carriage and…contains a
contract of carriage.176

However, this definition is limitedto only thetwo functionsof bill of lading as

evidence of receiptof goodsand contract of carriage. The convention has divided

electronic transferable records as negotiabletransport records and non-transferable

records.Negotiable electronic transport records (electronic negotiablebill of lading

is also recognized and defined as €an electronic transport record [t]hat indicates, by

wording such as to order, or negotiable, orother appropriate wording recognized as

having the same effect by the law applicable to the record, that the goods have been

consigned to the order of the shipper or to the order of the consignee.„ (Internal

quotation omitted).Thus, electronicbill of lading is electronic transport record that

can be in negotiableor non-negotiableform and which can perform the function of

the traditionalbill of lading.

176 The Rotterdam Rules, Article 1(18).
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2.5. Introduction of Electronic Bill of Lading in Ethiopia

Under this part, the researcheraddressed the issue related with whether there is an

actual need for Ethiopia to introduce an electronic bill of lading or not. In doing so,

the researcher used both an interview and documents analysis. Statistically seen,

apart from examination and analysis of documentary data and reports, the researcher

had interviewed around 9 organizations from government and business

communities. To list them, personnel fromEthiopian Shipping and Logistics

Services Enterprise, Ethiopian Maritime Affairs Authority, Ethiopia Customs and

Revenue Authority, Ethiopia Single Window Development Project Office,

Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, Ethiopian Petroleum Supply Enterprise,Freighters

International (PABOMI), Solomon Zewdu International Shipping and Freight

Forwarders Agentand MACCFA Fright Logistics. The interview collected from

thoserespondents and dataare examined and analyzed in order to appreciate whether

there istheactual need for the introduction of electronicbill of lading in Ethiopia or

not.

2.5.1. Transport Documents Used in Ethiopia Foreign Trade

Regime

Principally, foreign trade, import and exportof goodsto and from Ethiopiacan be

conductedthroughthe involvementof major modes oftransportationsystemsuch

asmarine, rail, air or road transportation.To do so, the respective transport document

of every transportation method can beemployed. The researcher isintendedto

identify two interrelatedissues. The first one is to identify as towhich marine

transport documents ‚(bill of lading, sea waybill , electronicbill of lading or others)

are employed under marine and multimodal transport system. The second one is

about the nature of the transport documentunder usage (negotiableor non-

negotiable) and the reason for their choice.

To that end, five relevant government and businessentitiesare interviewed and their

response is provided as follows. One of the respondents from the businessentities

stated that thetype of marine transport document that theyare usingis different in
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case of export andimport.177 In case of importation, almostin all cases, they use

paperbill of lading as the Ethiopia law does not allow to use other transport

documents including sea waybill . However, in case of exportation, unless payment

is made in documentary credit, they often usesea waybill . He also told me that

sometimesfrom those countries which donot know what is required under Ethiopia

law; mostly fromtheUnited States of America, sea waybill or telex release may be

issued and sent to themfor clearing purpose.178 However, according to him, in case

whensuch types of cases happened whattheycommonlydo is either to request an

original bill of lading from the shipper or to issue an originalbill of lading by

themselves as an agentafter surrenderingthe sea waybill.179The other respondent

from the Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics Services Enterprise stated that the

enterprise employs two types of transport document depending on the mode of

transport employed.180According to him, in case of multimodal transport system

combined/thoroughbill of lading is used; whereas in case of unimodal transport

system,normal bill of lading is in use.Besides,he also stated thatin terms of

negotiability depending on the orderof the shipper both negotiable and non-

negotiablebill of lading are in usagethoughnegotiablebill of lading is the most

widely used one. He alsoinformed theresearcher thatso far there is no practice of

electronicbill of lading. Theremainingthreerespondents alsoprovided that; what

is practically in use is only paperbill of lading and multimodal transport

document.181

Coming to the nature ofbill of lading they employed and the reason behind their

choice, all of the respondents told me that, it isnegotiablebill of lading and

negotiable multimodal transport document which is practically in use.They

177Interview with Mr. Nigussie Wabella, Senior Shipping Officer at MACCFA Logistics,on the
Transport Documents used in Ethiopia, April 30, 2018.
178Interview with Mr. Nigussie Wabella, Senior Shipping Officer at MACCFA Logistics, on the
Transport Documents used in Ethiopia, April 30, 2018.
179Ibid.
180Interview with, Mr.  Yared Shiferaw, Legal, Insurance and Claims Department Director at
Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics Services Enterprise, on the Transport Documents used in Ethiopia,
May 7, 2018.
181Interview withMr. Samson Hailu, Operation Manager of Solo International Shipping and Freight
Forwarding Agent, on thetypes of transport document used in Ethiopia,May 3,2018, Interview with
Yordanos Serkebirhan, officer, Freighters International (PABOMI),on the typesof transport
document used in Ethiopia, May 4, 2018 andInterview with Mr. Asaminew Feleke, Senior Banking,
Insurance and Clearance Expert at Ethiopian Petroleum Supply Enterprise,on thetype of Transport
documents used,April 30, 2018.
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elaborated the reason behind its negotiability as follows. According to them,

negotiablebill of lading is mainly employed by the fact that commercial and legal

factors necessitatesdoing so. To start with the commercial factor, in Ethiopia

especially in case of import transactions, it is almostamust to have the involvement

of banks. As a result, when banks are there, the transaction is going to be made

through documentary credit system; which among others require the negotiability of

the transport document to be used.

Besides, they also stated thatunder theEthiopia customslaw unless there is guaranty

form abank oran insurance company, it is not allowed to releasethecargo froma

port bythecopy documents. Moreover,the Ethiopia maritime law also obliges the

carrier to releasecargoesafter having the originalbill only.182 Thus, due tothese

factors,it is negotiablebill of lading or multimodal transport documentthat can

addressall the above commercial and legal necessities.These responses of the

participants of the study show thatthe marine transport document which is

practically under usage isnegotiablebill of lading.

2.5.2. Factors that NecessitiesIntroduction of Electronic Bill of

Lading in Ethiopia

2.5.2.1. Late Arrival of Paper Bill of L ading Which Results in

UnnecessaryCost Due toDelay of Cargo Clearance

It is no doubt that thestatus of logistics and transport sectoris the major determining

factor for having proper performance in the international commercial transaction.

Unless a given state has built efficient logistics and transportation system, it would

be very difficult tobe competitive enough at the arena of international trade and even

it is one of the very important worriesof investors to invest or not to investin that

state. The status of Ethiopia in this regard is not good.

The World BankGroup annually come up withareport on the logistics performance

of states.According to the2016World Bank report; Ethiopia•s ranking is 126out

of 160 countries surveyed.183 The World Bank•s LPI analyzes countries in six

182Maritime code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Article 187(3).
183 €Logistics performance Index„, available at <
https://logisticsmgepsupv.wordpress.com/2017/04/20/logistics-performance-index/>, [last accessed
March 22,2018].
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components: these are the efficiency of customs and border management clearance,

the quality of trade and transport infrastructure, ease of arranging competitively

priced shipments, competence and quality of logistics services, ability to track and

trace consignments and frequency with which shipments reach consignees within

scheduled or expected delivery times.184Accordingly, Ethiopia ranked80, 133, 102,

117, 133 and 149 respectively.185 This tells us that Ethiopia•s performance onthe

frequency with which shipments reach consignees within scheduled or expected

delivery times is the worst of all yet the very important logistic performance

indicator.

Secondly, according to the 2013 OECD trade facilitation indicator report,

€Ethiopia•s performance for the harmonization and simplification of documents,

automation and streamlining of procedures is below the averages of Sub-Saharan

African and lower income countries.„ 186 The above two reports tell us that there is

chronic trade facilitation problem which can be attributed either due to backward

infrastructure or poor documentationprocess which ranges frombank permit

process to goods release process. Though there is improvement in terms of

infrastructure,still the problem is prevalent as the second problem is not yet

addressed.

As perEthiopian Revenues and Customs Authority baseline survey for time release,

the average time forbank permit processandport clearance process to handover to

the importer by clearing agents/forwarders including transport from Djibouti to

Addis Ababa on average was found to be32 and33 days respectively.187 The same

study also shows that thegoods transit time from three ports particularly fromIndia,

China and Dubai ports on average wasonly 12 days.188 Moreover, as per the report

the average Ethiopian goods port dwell time at port ofDjibouti is 31 days; which is

the average of 30 days for unimodal transport through freight forwarders, 54 days

184 €Logistics performance Index„, available at <
https://logisticsmgepsupv.wordpress.com/2017/04/20/logistics-performance-index/>, [last accessed
March 22,2018].
185 Ibid.
186 €OECD Trade Facilitation Indicators- Ethiopia„, at <
http://www.oecd.org/tad/facilitation/Ethiopia_OECD-Trade-Facilitation-Indicators>, [Last
accessed, December 28, 2017].
187Ethiopian Revenues and Customs Authority (ERCA) Baseline Survey for Time Release Study
(TRS) Final Report, p. 52.
188Ibid.
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for unimodal through the Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics Services Enterprise and

10 days for the multimodal transportation of goods.189 Furthermore, as per the

2016/17 Ethiopian Shipping and LogisticsServicesEnterprise Annual Report,the

average Ethiopian goods port dwell time at port of Djiboutiwas 33 days for

unimodal cargoes and 9.5 days for multimodal cargoes.190

Participants of this study reported that thebasic problems they encountered while

they were using paperbill of lading. All of the respondents including both

government institution and the private business communities stated thatin most

cases cargoes arrived at port of Djibouti beforebill of lading reaches to the hand of

importers or freight forwarders.191 Consequently, by thefact that original paperbill

of ladingis required formaking delivery, custom clearanceand bank permit process,

cargoes may not be clearedon time.

According to the statement of the respondentsbecause of the reasoncargoes are not

cleared on time,the overall player of the transaction will suffercosts.192 First, the

importer incurs unnecessary and additional costs like demurrage and storage costs,

which would not be there had the documents been in the hand of the importer while

or before the cargo arrived at Djibouti port.193 Besides, because of the competitive

nature of the market; the price of a given product which has to be at the market

before a month may not haveasimilar price after a month. Thus, the importer suffers

to unexpected andmarket-orientedprice competitiveness which cannot be averted

otherwise.194 Second, unless the importer gets bankrupt because of market

competition;it is consumers who finally suffer from an increase on the price of the

goods importedthrough transfer of price tothem, which would in effect has an

189Ethiopian Revenues and Customs Authority (ERCA) Baseline Survey for Time Release Study
(TRS) Final Report, p.53.
190 �è�¢�p�î�5�ë�è�c���-�u�+�•�5�V�-�u�“�����5�r�¨�5� �������u �õ�-���u� ���s�Ê ���=���u�c2009�Ó�a���c���=24�b
191 Interview withTemesgen Yihunie: Director of Logistics Coordination andmonitoring Department
of the Ethiopian Maritime Affairs Authority,on the reason behind lateness of cargo clearance, on
May 7,2018, Interviewwith Mr. Nigussie Wabella, Senior Shipping Officer at MACCFA Logistics,
on the reason behind lateness of cargo clearance,April 30, 2018, Interview with, Mr.  Yared
Shiferaw, Legal, Insurance and Claims Department Director at Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics
Services Enterprise, on the reasons behind lateness of cargo clearance, May 7, 2018, Interview with
Mr. SamsonHailu, Operation Manager of Solo International Shipping and Freight Forwarding Agent,
on theon the practical challenges of paper bill of lading,May 3,2018,May 4, 2018,Interview with
Mr. Asaminew Feleke, Senior Banking, Insurance and Clearance Expert at Ethiopian Petroleum
Supply Enterprise,on the practical challenges of using paper bill of lading, April 30, 2018.
192Ibid.
193Ibid.
194Ibid.
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adverse impact on the gross national economy of the country as there would be an

increase of consumptioncost.195 According to the statement of the respondentsand

analysis of documents,the reasons for such late arrival ofbill of lading can be

attributedto either of the followingreasons.

A. The Actual Foreign Trade Flow of Ethiopia and Nature ofImported Cargoes

As per the 2014/15,2015/6 and 2016/17 Annual Report of National Bank of

Ethiopia, the major sources ofEthiopia•simport merchandise is fromAsia which

accountsaround 65percent of the total imports.196 In terms of states, 80% of the

import merchandise originatesfrom China, India, Kuwait,Saudi Arabiaand the

United Arab Emirates.197 Similarly, though there isa difference in terms of share

Ethiopia•s majority of export merchandise is destined toAsia which accountsfor

37.7 of the total exports.198 In terms of the states, nearly 67% of the Asian share is

destined toChina, Saudi Arabia,United Arab Emirates, Israel,India, Pakistan,and

Yemen.Generally, themajorityof Ethiopia foreign tradeflow is towardstheMiddle

East and South East Asiancountries.So,what? as discussed under the section of this

chapter which deals abouttheproblem of paperbill of lading, one of the principal

reasonfor theearly arrival ofbill of lading is related to the where about of the port

of loading of cargoes.199 If the distance between the port of loading and the port of

discharge is too short, it is obvious that the cargoes canarrive before the original

paperbill of lading. Consequently, the actual foreign trade flow of a given state

determines the lateness orotherwise ofthemarinebill of lading and other transport

documents.

As stated above the average transittime from ports of Dubai, India,and China is 12

days. Hence,unless thedocumentsare there at the hand of theforwarders or

importers before 12 days, it is obvious that the cargo cannot be cleared fromtheport.

One of the respondents of this research stated that the principal reason forthe

195Ibid.
196NationalBank of Ethiopia,Annual Reportfor the year 2014/15,Domestic Economic Analysis and
Publication Directorate of National Bank of Ethiopia, 2015, p. 71-81, National Bank of Ethiopia,
Annual Report forthe year 2015/16, Domestic Economic Analysis and Publication Directorate of
National Bank of Ethiopia,2016, p. 74-85 andNational Bank of Ethiopia, Annual Report forthe year
2016/17, Domestic Economic Analysis and Publication Directorate of National Bank of Ethiopia,
2017, p. 46-54.
197Ibid.
198Ibid.
199Supra, p. 32, Chapter Two, section 2.3, sub section 2.3.4.
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lateness ofbill of lading in their transaction is the fact thataround 85 % of the bulk

cargoes imported is from Kuwait.200 According to him, the transit time from Kuwait

to theport of Djibouti is too short which may take only 2 or 3 days. Nevertheless,

the document even may not be sent from the shipper while the goodhas arrivedat

Djibouti port as it takes more time than the transit time.201Even dry cargoeswhich

are imported byEthiopian Petroleum Supply Enterpriseareoriginatedeitherfrom

themiddle east orSouth East Asiain which the transit time is still short and in effect,

the cargoes arrive before the document reached the hand of the enterprise.202

Coming to the nature of cargoes, the data obtained from the Ethiopian Maritime

Affairs Authority tell usthatmost of the cargoes imported to Ethiopia for the past

six years arebulk cargoes (dry bulk andtanker bulk) and generalcargoes which are

not containerized.203 As can be witnessed from the tablebelow nearly2/3 of the

whole Cargoes imported to Ethiopia is bulk cargoes and non-containerizedgeneral

cargoes.

Source: Taken from the Ethiopia Maritime Affairs Authority Report on Import

Performance

In Ethiopia, bulk cargoes are imported through unimodal system mainlyas it is

difficult to containerize them, big blow. As stated before the Ethiopian goods port

200Interview with Mr. Asaminew Feleke,Senior Banking, Insurance and Clearance Expert at
Ethiopian PetroleumSupply Enterprise,on the reason for the Lateness ofBill of lading, April 30,
2018.
201Ibid.
202Ibid.
203Dry bulk cargoes include grain, fertilizer, sugar, coal whereas liquid cargo, tanker cargoes consist
of oil and gas imported to Ethiopia and general cargoes are those cargoes which have different
features but can be shipped together like factory machinery,tractors and transformers.
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dwelling time attheport of Djibouti is highest in case oftheunimodal system than

the multimodal. Besides, as discussed above Bulk cargoes by their nature are

vulnerable for repeated negotiation during transit, as a result, there is no choice to

use other types of transport document like sea waybill ratherit is only negotiablebill

of lading that fulfills this characteristicof bulk cargoes. However, in Ethiopia, as

stated above the port dwelling time for bulk cargoes is above a month by the fact the

paperbill of lading becomes late.Therefore, there should be means which can

accommodate its nature with the existing problem; for this researcher, it would be

true only by using digitalize negotiablebill of lading.

Therefore, as the foreign trade flow of Ethiopiais from and to middle east and south-

east Asia countries in which the cargo transit time is too short and the nature of

cargoes imported to Ethiopia are mainly bulk andnon- containerizedgeneralcargoes

which cannot be done through multimodal system, it is necessary to introduce

electronicbill of lading in order to alleviate the costs incurred due to late arrival of

traditional paperbill of lading.

B. The Nature of Ethiopia€s Foreign Trade Payment System

Globally, payment in international trade can be made in four major ways.204 The

First method of payment is advance payment; it is a mode of payment in which the

buyer obliged to pay before the transfer of ownership to himthroughtelegraphic

transfer or credit card system.205It is among the fastest method of payment.However,

unless there is trustbetweenthe buyer and seller through prior relationship, it is very

risky for the buyer and not even advisable.206This types of payment in most

jurisdictions isnot from theofficial foreign exchange market andthere is also a

quantity cap.207

The second mode of paymentis a documentarycollection. It is one of the most

important methods of payment in the international trade in which payment is to be

204Andres Grath,The Hand Book of International Trade and Finance: The Complete Guide to Risk
Management, International Payments and Currency Management, Bonds and Guarantees, Credit
Insurance and Trade Finance,2nd ed., Kogan Page Limited, London, United Kingdom,2008, p.30.  [
Here in after,Andres Grath,The Hand Book of International Trade and Finance].
205Id. p.35.
206Welly, Hellen M., Brain MacGregor.,Agricultural Transportation Handbook, 1st ed., United States
Department of Agriculture, 2004., p. 40. [Here in after,Welly et al.,Agricultural Transportation
Handbook].
207Ibid.
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made through the seller•s and buyer•s banks support by forwarding documents to

the buyer against payment.208 Here, the exporter after making shipment gives the

documents to his bank and the seller•s bank will forward them to thebuyer•sbank.209

After that, the collecting bank releases the documents to the buyer if and only if

payment for the goods are made by the buyer. Then after, the buyer•sbank will

transmit the money to the seller•s bank for payment to the later one.210 Under this

mode ofpayment,bill of ladingserves as security for thebuyer•sbankto makethe

payment. Therefore, the buyercannottake delivery of goodsuntil hegets thebill of

ladingwhich is under control of the bank asadocumentary collection. The third and

most widely used mode ofpayment is documentary credit (Letter of Credit).  Letter

of credit is the most securemethod of payment under international trade and it is

advisableif the buyer andseller are unfamiliar each other.211

Letter of credit is acommitment by a bank on behalf of the buyerto make payment

for the seller through the later bank up on fulfillment of certain conditions which are

mostly related to presentation andconfirmationof documents.212 In this case, the

buyer•s bank will release the documents after payment has been made by the buyer.

Among the documents, negotiablebill of lading is used as a security to the bankby

guarantyingthe bankfor the obligation it has undertaken on behalf of the buyer.213

However, under this mode of payment, issuance and amendments of documents can

take timeand it will have an impact on the clearing and delivery of cargoes.The

fourth typeof mode ofpaymentis payment onconsignment basis.Under this mode

of payment,payment ismadeonly after the cargois soldor transferred to another

buyer or wholesaler not while it is under the hand of the importer or broker. It is

mostly used in case of perishable products.214

Generally, the most widelyused modes of payment are payment through

documentary credit and documentary collection.In doing so, for the banks, it is must

208Andres Grath,The Hand Book of International Trade and Finance,p.42.
209Id, p.44.
210Ibid.
211Dotsey Nelson Monday, Dr. Maindson Kweku Benn & Dr. DavidAckah, ‚Perspective on
International Trade and Payment System•, Dama International Journal of Researchers, 2016,Vol 1,
Issue 6,2016, Pp.21-31, at p. 28. [ Herein after,Nelson Mondayet al,Perspective on International
Trade and Payment System].
212Nelson Mondayet al,Perspective on International Trade and Payment System., p.29.
213 Andres Grath,The Hand Book of International Trade and Finance,p. 49.
214 Welly et al.,Agricultural Transportation Handbook, p. 42.
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to use negotiablebill of lading as security for effecting paymentthrough

documentary credit and documentary collection. The unique nature ofbill of lading

asadocument of title has a paramount importance for financing import-export trade.

The challenge is that financing of trade through documentary credit and

documentation process increases the number of days for processing takeover of

cargoes from ports.  So, there should be a solutionwhich cansubstitute the role of

paperbill of lading asa documentof title and which avoids problems related tothe

late arrival of cargoes. The practical solution as discussed before is digitalization of

electronicbill of lading.

Coming to the case of Ethiopia,payment forimport can be madeeither throughletter

of credit, cash againstdocuments(documentary collection) and advance payment.215

Besides, payment for export can be made either on basis ofletter of credit, cash

againstdocument(documentarycollection), advance payment and consignment.216

However,The Ethiopian foreign exchange law putsa restriction on the amount of

transaction to be processed on the basis of advance payment. The amount tobe

permitted for advance payment shall not exceed USD 5,000.217This shows that

payment for all imports whichworth more thanUSD 5,000is required to be

processedand paid either through documentarycredit or cash against document in

which bill of lading is one of the documents used to effect payment.Practically, as

statedby Mr. Yared shiferaw,Legal, Insurance and Claims Department Director at

Ethiopian Shipping andLogistics Services Enterprise,the reason behind the most

prevalent usage ofbill of ladingis related to the requirement of the Ethiopia payment

system law.He stated that€almost 98% of import-export transaction has to be

conducted through documentary credit system; it is must to issue negotiablebill of

lading.„ 218 According to himthe possibility to use other non-negotiable transport

documents like sea waybill is too minimal.219

215 Directive to Transfer NBE•s Foreign Exchange Functions to Commercial Banks, National Bank
of Ethiopia, Directive No. FXD/07/1998, 31 August 1998, Article 5(1), (3) and (4). [ Here in after,
Directive to Transfer NBE•s Foreign Exchange Functions to Commercial Banks].
216 Id., Article 6(1).
217 Id., Article 5(4).
218 Interview with Mr.  Yared Shiferaw, Legal, Insurance and Claims Department Director at
Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics Services Enterprise,on the Reason Behind the Most Prevalent
Usage ofBill of lading, May 7, 2018.
219Ibid.
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Moreover, Mr. Anteneh Girma also stated that though it is not quantified most of the

import trade payments processed by Commercial Bank ofEthiopia is made either

throughletter of credit or cash against document.220 To conclude, the role ofbill of

ladingin documentary credit payment system has causedlate arrival of thebill than

the cargo. As a result,bill of lading has to be digitalized in order to avoid its setback

on the cargo clearance and logistics performance of Ethiopia; but only without losing

its function asadocument of title.

2.5.2.2. Loss, Error and High Cost for Amendment ofPaper Bill of

Lading

Paperbill of lading as a documentby its nature is vulnerable for beingmistaken,

lost, stolen or destroyed. The discrepancy mayhappen on the particulars of abill of

lading mostly on thedescription of goods. The discrepancy may be known at

different stageof the documentary transaction, for instance the sellermayknow the

existence ofdiscrepancy of description of goodsstated onbill of lading once after

thebill has been released by the carrieror it may be known later on after the original

bill of lading is submitted to theshipper•sbank or maybe after thebill reaches at the

hand of the buyer.221

For the first scenario of discrepancy, bythecustom of mercantile, the error can be

amended bysubmitting all originalsfor thefreight forwarder attheport of loading

who issuedthebill of ladinginstead of the carrier.222 In case of the later scenarios

amendment ofthedescription of goodscan bemadeonly after the buyer has received

the discrepantbill form his bank. The buyer after receiving thebill will approach the

carrier•s representative and by permission of the carrier or his representative from

the port of loading,correction will bemade.223 This amendment process will take

time and this in effect increase the dwelling time of cargoesat the portof delivery

which in turn increases cost of the shipment.

220Interview with Mr. Anteneh Girma,Manager of Trade Service Central Processing Unit at
Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, on the Reason Behind the Most Prevalent Usage ofBill of lading,
May 4, 2018.
221Ajay Phthak,Export Import Management,1st ed., Educreation Publishing, India, p. 95. [ Herein
after,Ajay Phthak,Export Import Management].
222Ibid.
223Id., p. 96
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Bill of lading may also be stolen, destroyed or lost while it is at bank, courier transit

or even before it is submitted to the bank.224This cannot be avoidednotwithstanding

thatthe parties gavea due care on preservation of it.The problem is without having

original bill of lading, it is not possible to make delivery of goods at the discharge

port. What could be the solution? The answeris obvious it hasto be substituted or

replaced.Through mercantile custom, a lost, destroyed or stolenbill of lading can

be substituted by another original set ofbill of lading with the fulfillment of certain

conditionsparticularly the shipper will be obliged to give indemnity bond which

relieves the carrier from being liable if the lostbill of lading is found and

surrendered.225The shipper or his representative after approaching the carrier request

for issuance ofaset of originalbill of lading instead of lost originalbill of lading.226

This process of substitution will take additional time and it increases the time that

actually takes for the bankingprocess andoverall clearance process sincethe

shipmentdoes not wait at the transit while thelost bill is substituted.

Regarding the case inEthiopia, all of the respondents who participated in this study

reported that loss or mistake on the particulars ofbill of lading is a usual challenge

they encountered.Mr. Samson Hailu,Operation Manager of Solomon Zewudu

International Shipping and Freight Forwarding Agent, stated thatproduct

specification or othercontentsof bill of lading may miss match with the sales

contract and alsoit is normalto find unrelated contents from thebill of lading.227 He

described the problem as follows,

The problem of inconsistency with the goods description leads toamendment of that

particular Bill of lading; another bigupset!Amendment ofbill lading cause for the

restarting of the document transaction process again which in effect increases the

dwelling time andcosts going to be incurred by theimporter.228 „[emphasis

added]€.

Another respondent fromMACCFA Fright Logisticsstated thatbill of lading may

be lost either at custom or while it is inthe hand of the shipper, freight forwarders

or consignee,in such cases, thereare no other means rather than requesting for

224Ajay Phthak,Export Import Management. p. 94.
225Ibid.
226 Ibid.
227Interview withMr. Samson Hailu, Operation Manager of Solo International Shipping and Freight
Forwarding Agent, on the Practical Challenge of PaperBill of lading, May 3,2018.
228Ibid.
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issuance; which in effect takes additional weeks to have it again.229 In addition, an

official from theEthiopian Shipping and Logistics Services Enterprise disclosed that

some of their customer request the enterprise to release the cargo by alleging that

the originalbill of lading is either destroyed or lost.230 Moreover, the official from

thecommercial bank of Ethiopia stated thatCBE as importers bank witnessedthe

loss ofbill of ladingwhile facilitating documentary credit process.231

The above assessment shows that loss and discrepancy ofbill of lading areactually

happening here in Ethiopia likewise what is going onin anotherworld.

2.5.2.3.Ethiopia€s Vulnerability for Documentary Fraud

As stated under the previous part,232bill of lading is one of the most important

documents in documentary credit system as it gives both title in the goods andall

rights to sueunder the contract of carriage to the transferee. Because of its role in

facilitation of international trade,fraudsters are eager to get benefit through

manipulation of it. Fraud onbill of lading can be made in different ways.The first

scenariois the case in which noshipment of goodsis made. These types of fraudcan

be made byusing imaginarynames for the carrier and shipbut the carrying vessel

named in thebill may not even exist.233

The problem becomes worse by the fact thatthe banker will verify only the

authentication ofthe document presented, not the actual existence of cargo. The

second scenarioof fraud onbill of lading can be committedby shipping lesser

quantityof goods than actually contracted.234 Moreover, bill of lading can be forged

by creatinga fake setof bills of Lading that looks sufficiently genuine against which

they seek to take delivery of the cargo in advance of the genuineimporter or

229Interview with Mr. Nigussie Wabellla, Seniorshipping officer at MACCFA Fright Logistics, on
the Practical Challenge of PaperBill of lading,April 30,2018.
230Interview with Mr. Melaku Mekonnen,Manager of Legal Service Division at Ethiopian Shipping
and Logistics Services Enterprise, on the Practical Challenge of PaperBill of lading,May 7,2018.
231Interview with Mr. Anteneh Girma,Manager of Trade Service Central Processing Unit at
Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, on the Practical Challenge of PaperBill of lading, May 4,2018.
232 Supra, p.24, Chapter Two, section 2.3, sub section 2.3.2.3.
233 Susmitha PMallaya, Documentary Credit Law: An Indian Perspective, PhD Dissertation, School
of Legal Studies Cochin University of Science and Technology, 2007, [unpublished available at the
University Repository], p. 140. [ Herein after,Susmitha P Mallaya,Documentary Credit Law: An
Indian Perspective].
234Id., p.141.
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receiver.235 This type of fraudis mostly conducted with the help of insiders who has

knowledgeabout the detail of that particular bill of lading. The fourth scenario in

whichbill of ladingcan be forge is through the insertion of a false date of shipment

in thebill of lading by theshipper or his agent to showthat the shipment has been

made in time,but not actually.Theproblem is getting worse and worse with the help

of technology as fraudsters manipulate the evil sideof technological instruments to

make fraud on the paper.

Studies show that developing countries are the main target of documentary

fraudsters.236 In thosecountries, buyers and other concerned parties who involved in

the processof the international business transaction lacks the required skill and

knowledge to detect the forged one from the genuine.Thus, as Ethiopia isa

developing country, it is presumed that she is under the target of fraudsters.

Respondents of this study were asked about the status of fraud onthebill of lading

in Ethiopia.Mr. Yared Shiferaw,Legal, Insurance and Claims Department Director

at Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics Services Enterprise, believes that vulnerability

of paperbill of lading for forgery is the major problem ofa paperbill which

necessitatesthe introductionof anelectronicbill of lading in presentEthiopia. He

also stated thatin recent times, forgingthebill of lading becomes the challenge of

the overall maritime industry. He stated the seriousness of the problem as follows.

As a shipping line, we have experienced a lot of real cases relating to forgeryof bill of
lading. Some of the forgedbills of lading can be easily identified at the early stage
without having any impact on the transaction. But, sometimes it may be even very
difficult to detect and differentiate forgedbill of lading from thegenuine one.  As a
result, there are cases in whichthe enterprise delivered cargoesagainsta forgedbill of
ladingand in effectthe shipping enterprise as carrier and other parties of the transaction
incurcosts. Today,everyoneat our enterprise iscareful on the genuineness of agiven
bill of ladingand the enterprise always triesits own best to check the document.237

235 €Cargo Frauds to Watch Out for„, https://www.maritime-executive.com/article/4-Cargo-Frauds-
to-Watch-Out-For-2014-01-30#gs.bdKdlqA[last accessed on April 22,2018].
236Ayad H. A. AI-Azzawi, The Crime of International Maritime Fraud: A Comparative Study
between Iraqi and English Law, PhD Dissertation,The School of Law, Faculty of Law and Financial
Studies University of Glasgow, 1998,[unpublished available at the University Repository], p.24. [
Herein after,AI -Azzawi,The Crime of International Maritime Fraud: A Comparative Study between
Iraqi and English Law]. Besides, theInternational Maritime Bureau•ss analyses also showthat
documentary fraud aimed at buyers in developing countries mostly those from the Middle East and
Africa.
237 Interview with Mr. Melaku Mekonnen, Manager of Legal Service Division at Ethiopian Shipping
and Logistics Services Enterprise,on the Practical Challengeof PaperBill of lading, May 7,2018
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For him, digitalization ofelectronicbill of ladingis very important to avoid such big

practical challenges ofusing apaperbill of lading. Mr. Melaku Mekonnenfrom the

same department has also expounded as to howEthiopian Shipping and Logistics

Service Enterprisebill of ladingis vulnerableto forgery.  He stated thatmost traders

in Ethiopia knows that the main purpose ofa bill of ladingis its function of being

title deed. Knowing this, some evil-minded traders can forge the Ethiopian shipping

line bill of lading if they have knowledge about the fact that thebill of lading is the

one which is issued by the agent of Ethiopian shipping line at the port ofloadingand

if theyaccesssome of the details ofthat specificbill of lading.238 He also added that

the technological development makes everythingeasy to print out forgedbill of

ladingas it is original.239

A recent case which is pendingbefore the civil and criminal bench of Ethiopian and

Korean courts shows the gravity of the problem.An importer whosename is Mr. X

has entered intoa contract of sale with a South Korean car dealer forthepurchase

of 22 automobileswhich worth around 7,000, 000 Ethiopian Birr.240 The Ethiopian

Shipping and Logistics Service Enterprise through its agent has issued abill of

ladingfor the South Korean car dealerat the port of loading there in South Korea.241

However, another trader seated in Ethiopiawho has not an actual contract with South

Korean car dealer come up with a forgedbill of ladingas if he is a genuine receiver

of the automobiles anddelivery has been made for him. Later on,after delivery has

been made for the fraudster,South Korean car dealer informedthe Ethiopian

shipping line that ithas not yet sentthe originalbill of lading to Mr. x.

238 Interview with Mr. Melaku Mekonnen, Manager of Legal Service Division at Ethiopian Shipping
and Logistics Services Enterprise, on the Practical Challenge of Paper Bill of lading, May 7,2018
239 Ibid.
240 Interview with Mr. Melaku Mekonnen, Manager of Legal Service Division at Ethiopian Shipping and
Logistics Services Enterprise,on the Practical Challenge of PaperBill of lading, May 7,2018
241Ibid.
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2.5.3. Technological Readiness of Ethiopia for Introduction of

Electronic Bil l of Lading

It is known that an electronicbill of lading canendurein practice just by usinga

certain technology.Even, the traditional paperbill of lading is realized by the

technology of written word on paper.Accordingly, the technological readiness of a

given state is very important in order to havean application ofelectronicbill of

lading.

Emanuel T Laryea; awell-known scholars in the area of paperless international

trade,has identified the minimum technological thresholdthat needed to operate

paperless international trade.242 According to him, the following minimum

technological requirement has to be met by the principal players of international

trade in order to havea paperless trade.243 The first minimum threshold is that

importers,exporters and their agentsneed tohave€technology-hardware, software,

and otheraccessoriesto install and maintain an electronic system at acceptable

internationalstandards.„ 244Besides, the system they haveshould enable them to

create, transmit, receive, store, secure, and retrieve structured electronic data and

able to beconnectedonline.

Secondly, government agenciesare also required to havethe technologywhich

supports electronic systems, mainly the governmentmusthave installed electronic

clearancesystems which can connect withimporters, exporters, freight forwarders,

brokers,andcarriers.Third, banks and other financial institutionsneed to havethe

technology ofcommunication systemwhich can connectimporters, exporters and

other entitieseach other and to theinternational business community.Fourth,there

must bebasic national ITinfrastructure, a regulatory framework for information

technology. The telecommunication network must bereliable and easily accessible.

At the beginning of this millennium, most developing countrieswereregarded as

low-tech countries. However, after the end of the first decade of 21st century,

developing countries including least developing countriesshows great improvement

242 Emmanuel T. Laryea, ‚The Technological Challenges Facing DevelopingCountries in theMove
to Paperless InternationalTrade•, Bond Law Review, Volume 11, Issue 2,1999, p.280.
243Ibid.
244 Id., p. 281.
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evensomeof the developing countries havegone beyond the level of the former

high-techcountries.

Coming to the case of Ethiopia, despite the fact that majority of Ethiopian peoples

are living in rural Ethiopia, technological penetration is high.245 Let•s look at

Ethiopia•s readiness inlight of the above parameters.To start with the readiness of

importers and exporters, itis true that most of theEthiopianimporters and exporters

are presumed to have the capacity to use available products of the existing

technology. An anonymous respondent fromEthiopia Single Window Project

believes that digitalization of international trade may not bechallengedby the ability

and readiness ofprivate participants.246 He stated that both importers and exporters

have the capacity to integrate and buy any communication system when there is a

need to do so.

Coming to the readiness of government agencies,the government of Ethiopia has

enactednational ICT policy and e-government strategies. According tothe above

anonymous respondent from the Ethiopia Single Window Project, the government

is working for the achievement of electronic governmentdelivery of servicesin two

phases since 2011.247 The same respondent from the Ethiopian Single window

Project stated that the government of Ethiopia is working for the installation ofan

electronic platform of international trade. According tohim, so far, the project is

working to integrate 20 government agencies and otherentities throughsingle

electronic windowsystem. The project has also a second phase and in the coming

phase, prioritywill be givenfor digitalization of transport documents. The project is

working on the development ofenabling technological environment. Besides,as

stated beforethe government has also agreed topurchase and install electronic

customs clearance system technology with a South Korea company. The action of

the governmentshowsus that, it will be readyin the coming yearsin terms of

technologywhich supportelectronic systems between the governmentagencies and

other stakeholders of internationaltrade.

245 In recent times across the country especially the technology of mobile and internet is flourishing.
The report of science and technology shows that there are around59,899,089 users of
telecommunication service.
246Interview with Anonymous Respondent fromEthiopian Single window Project, on the
Technological readiness of Ethiopia for Introducing ElectronicBill of lading, May 04, 2018.
247 Ibid.
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Coming to the readiness ofEthiopia•s banks,accordingto Mr. Yared Shiferaw,

banks willnot bereluctant to employ such system as they are the pioneer in terms

of document and paymentsystemdigitalization in our country.248Unlike other

sectors, the banking sector has gone a lot in delivering electronic services.249 The

writer of this research believes that as far as therearesecured system and workable

legal environment banks may not be reluctant to useelectronicbill of lading. As a

result, the technological readiness of Ethiopian banks may notbecome a setback for

introduction of electronicbill of lading.

Coming tothe readiness of Ethiopia•snational IT infrastructureand security of the

system, inEthiopia network connectivity is a big problem. There is no guaranty as

to the existence of internet system even after a click. Moreover,electricpowermess

and extendedperiodsof powercuts are acommon occurrence in our country. As per

Mr.  EliasKiflemariam, an Expert of Ethiopian Customs Clearance Project office of

ERCA, thebig challenge of introduction of any electronic transaction system is

problems related to thestrength of the central server of the country and problems

relating tostrength and speed of internet service.250 This shows that technological

challenge related to internet service and reliability is one of thefactors that may

affectintroduction of electronicbill of lading in Ethiopia.

To conclude, as far as problems relating to national IT infrastructure and power

supply problem are alleviated, in terms of technology it is sound to argue that

Ethiopia is ready for the introduction of electronicbill of lading in the near future.

248 Interview with Mr. Yared Shiferaw,Legal, Insurance and Claims Department Director at
Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics Services Enterprise,on the challenges of electronicbill of lading,
May 07, 2018.
249Ibid.
250 Interview with Mr. Elias Kiflemariam,An Expert of Ethiopian Customs Clearance Project of
ERCA, on the Challenges of Electronic Bill of lading, May 03, 2018.
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CHAPTER THREE: LEGAL ISSU ES OF ELECTRONIC

BILL OF LADIG AND ANALYSIS OF THE

ETHIOPIA N LEGAL ENVIRONMENT

3.1. Legal Issues of ElectronicBill of L ading

3.1.1. Introduction

Although there is a shift towards using other non-negotiable transport documents

than the traditionalbill of lading because of the drawbacks of the latter, the

importance ofbill of ladingstill win out as a best marine transport document for the

sake of having the advantage of its negotiability.251However, this glorified and

unique transport document can only berevitalized if it can be made competitive in

this commercial world with other non-negotiable marine transport documents by

having both its unique feature of being negotiable and its recognition as a document

of title.252

Today the international business community tends towards using this historical and

uniquemarinetransport document in the electronic format. However, the usage of

electronicbill of lading is not as easy as the paperbill of lading as its application

face both technological and legal challenges. As per one study conducted by United

Nations Conference on Trade and Development on identifying the obstaclesthat

discourage the use of electronic transport documentsis the legal uncertainty that

takes the upper hand even above the costs of switching to an electronicenvironment

and any associatedconfidentiality concerns.253Moreover, many legal scholars

agreed that technology was not the real and the major challenge rather it is the

orthodox belief of the legal community by sticking to the legal principle that a

document of title can only be issued and transferred in paper format.254 In terms of

technology, because of the innovation and flourishment of computer technology, the

251Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic
Bills of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, p.1
252 Id., p. 250.
253UNCTAD, The use of Transport Documents in international Trade, 2003,
(UNCTAD/SDTE/TLB/2003/3) para 79
254 Ibrahim, Electronic Bills of Lading:Implications and Benefits for MaritimeTransport in Senegal,
p.2-3.
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international business community developed electronicbill of ladingwhichactually

outdoes all features of paperbill s of lading.255 .

As a matter of fact, unlike sales contract, contract of carriage is subject to detail

regulation of law. Thus, national as well as the international legal instruments have

a vital role in the regulation of the overall application of transport documents.

However, in case of electronic transport document especially electronicbill of

lading, there is uncertainty which challenges the application and validity of

electronic bill of lading.256Consequently, parties to the international business

transaction would become suspicious of the application of electronicbill of ladingif

there is uncertainty as to the validity or effectiveness of an electronicbill of lading.

Knowing this,United Nation as well asnational states come up with two possible

legislative approaches to enable the use of electronic transferable records generally

and electronicbill of lading specifically.The first approach is to create a €purely

electronic€regime on electronicbill of ladingwhich has no paper-based counterpart.

According to this approach, the empowering legislation shall have all the substantive

rules concerning the rights, obligations and characteristics of the €purely electronic„

electronicbill of lading.257 This approach is called substantive approach. So far, this

approach is employed by the RotterdamRuleswhile defining electronic transport

records.

The second approach is called functional equivalence approach. According to this

approach, functional equivalencerules have to be set only for electronic functional

equivalents of paper-based requirements.258The second approach does not intend to

affect the substantive law relating to the paper-based electronicbill of lading rather

it only addresses hurdles to the useof the electronic form that are there because of

paper-based form requirements stated under the existing law.259The functional

approach excludes those transferable records which only exist in the electronic

255 W.H. van Boom,‚Certain Legal Aspects of Electronic Bills of Lading•, European Transport Law
,1997, Volume 32, No.1, p. 9-24, p.1. [Here in after, van Boom,Certain Legal Aspects of Electronic
Bills of Lading]
256Ibrahim, Electronic Bills of Lading:Implications and Benefits for Maritime Transport in Senegal,
p.2-3.
257Zvonimir ‡afranko, ‚The Notion of Electronic Transferable Records•, Intereulaweast,2016,Vol.
III, No.  2,p. 14. [Here in after,Zvonimir ‡afranko, The Notion of Electronic Transferable Records].
258 Id., p.7-9.
259 Id. p.14.
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environment or which could develop in future exclusively as electronic records.260

The functional approach is currently accepted and employed by majority of states

which enacted electronic transaction laws. Besides, Model Laws, guidelines and

convention enacted by international institutions have also followed the second

approach with the exception of the RotterdamRules. The first approach is no more

in use since the actual tendency and practice at the global level is towards employing

the functional approach.Legal issues regarding theregulation of electronic bill of

ladingmainly revolve around addressing the functional equivalents ofpaper-based

requirement; among others, it includes permanent accessibility to the information,

ability to preserve the original information, uniqueness, transferability, ability to

identify the holder and the ability to authenticate the issuer.261

3.1.2. Writing(Document) and Signature Requirement

The substantive law regulating transport document may require thatbill of lading

should be made in a written document. The functional equivalent electronic transport

document should in such cases fulfil the legal requirement of writing or document

in order to make the record or the transaction valid and enforceable.262 When we

come to the case ofbill of lading, by mercantile custom it has been used in the

international business transaction in the form of a written document.263However, we

cannot find an express stipulation either under The Hague-Visby or the Hamburg

Rules about a requirement that abill of lading has to be in writing. Let•s start with

the Hamburg Rules, it states thatbill of lading is a €document.„264 Whether the term

documentincludes an electronically generated and maintainedbill of lading or not;

260 €Joint IMDA-AGC Review of the Electronic Transactions Act (cap. 88): Review of Draft
UNCITRAL Model Law  on Electronic Transferable Records„, available at <
https://www.imda.gov.sg/-/media/imda/files/inner/pcdg/consultations/consultation-paper/public-
consultation-paper---uncitral-model-law-on-etrs_10-march-2017.pdf?la=en>, [last accessed
February 20, 2018].
261 Zvonimir ‡afranko,The Notion of Electronic Transferable records, p.7-9.
262 Luis E. Nova, Electronic data interchange: Its Benefits in Trade Activities for Developing
Countries, MA thesis, World Maritime University, 1999. [Unpublished, available at Digital
Repository of the World Maritime University], p.15. Here in after,Luis E. Nova, Electronic data
interchange: Its Benefits in Trade Activities for Developing Countries].
263 Krailerk Euarjai, International Carriage of Goods by Sea: Problems in Bills of Lading and Their
Impact in Australia and its Major Trading Partners in Asia, LL.M Thesis, University of Tasmania,
1999. [ Unpublished, available at Digital Repository of University of Tasmania], p.187. [ Here in
afterKrailerk Euarjai,International Carriage of Goods by Sea: Problems in Bills of Lading and Their
Impact in Australia and its Major Trading Partners in Asia]. See also,Luis E. Nova,Electronic data
interchange: Its Benefits in Trade Activities for Developing Countries, p.15.
264 The United Nations Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea, 1978 (Hamburg Rules), Article
1(7). [Herein after,Hamburg Rules].
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is not clear. Besides,the term writing is defined by having illustrative list. Therefore,

it is possible to argue that electronicbill of lading is recognized as document under

the Hamburg convention.

Coming toTheHague- Visby Rules, there is no definition ofbill of lading. However,

The Hague Visby Rules do not expressly specify that abill of ladingmust be written

on paper rather it only specifies that the carrier has the dutyto issue265abill of lading

when requested by the consignor.266 What does to mean byissue? Is that to refer

writing and document? It is not cleared. As a result, state courts tried to interpret the

word likewriting, document issuein different ways while the question of functional

equivalence raised. Some state courts interpreted it in an orthodox way whereas

others interpreted it by employing a purposive approach to have media neutral

application of those instruments.267Therefore, the fact that there are such difficulties

while applying electronicbill of lading, the law has to have a say for the functional

equivalent application of electronicbill of lading.

The other legal issue that needs a solution is the reliability and validity of an

electronic signature. Signature is mostly regarded as the very important requirement

for the authentication of everydocument used in business as well as government

activities.268It is practically known that a document which holds rights and

obligation to be accepted in the court of law must be authenticated by the parties and

mostly it is done by having the signature of the parties.269 In this regard Johnson

while appreciating the importance of signaturestated that signature has four main

functions:-

(1) To identify a piece as having originated from a particular person, bearing in mind
that no two signatures are the same.

(2) To show the agreement of the person signing to the contents of the document being
signed.

265 International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law relating to Bills of Lading
("Hague Rules"), and Protocol of Signature,1924, Article 3(3). [ Here in after, Hague Visby Rules].
266Brunner,Electronic Transport Documents and Shipping Practice Not Yet a Married Couple, p.25.
see also,Willem H. Van Boom, Certain Legal Aspects of Electronic Bills of Ladingpp.13-14 and
Rouhshi Low,Replacing the PaperBill of lading with an ElectronicBill of lading: Problems and
Possible Solutions, p. 193.
267Willem H. Van Boom,Certain Legal Aspects of Electronic Bills of Lading, pp.15.
268Ibid.
269 Samantha Peel, The Development of theBill of lading: Its Future in the Maritime Industry, p. 235.
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(3) To show that the person signing realizes that the document is formal and that he
intends to be bound by it.

(4) To show that the document is an original.270

This shows that how much signature is the most important legal requirement for the

admission and validity of a given document. International business transactions

require the transfer of documents with the shipment as proof of the quantity and

quality of the shipment and hence, authentication is given priority. It is seldom to

find laws of a bill of lading which provided signature requirement as validity

requirement forbill of lading.271 However, by mercantile customary usage the

requirement of signature is required as validity requirement forbill of lading.272 The

mercantile practice tellsus that the signature might not always be made in hand-

written, there arebill of lading signed either by a facsimile or rubber stamp.273 This

shows that the mercantile practice is open  foraccommodatingany method of

signature. Before the coming of electronic data interchange and electronic signature,

there was no actual problem regarding the means of signature employed by the

parties.274

In theHague-Visby Rules which in one-wayor other way influenced most national

states law regulatingbill of lading, there is no any provision which requires thatbill

of ladinghas to be signed by the parties. However, article 14(2) of Hamburg Rules

provide that abill of lading has to be signed by a person having the authority to do

so. It also stated that €the signature on thebill of lading may be in handwriting,

printed in facsimile, perforated, stamped, in symbols, or made by any other

mechanical or electronic means if not inconsistent with the law of the country where

the bill of lading is issued.„275However, by the fact that most national laws are

crafted in light of the HagueƒVisby rules, it is seldom to have such provisions under

national laws. The business community wants to become certain as to whether the

courts accept an electronic form of authentication as a signature or not. This has to

270 Johnson C.,Electronic Data Interchange and NegotiableInstruments- a preliminary Review of
someLegal Issues, InternationalYearbook of Law Computers and Technology, 1992,p. 10, as cited
by Samantha Peel, The Development of theBill of lading: Its Future in the Maritime Industry, p. 236
271 Samantha Peel,The Development of theBill of lading: Its Future in the Maritime Industry, p. 235
272 Ibid.
273 Ibid.
274 Ibid.
275 Hamburg Rules, Article 14(3).
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be done through the instrument of law by legislating the functional equivalent ofin

hand signature.

3.1.3. Uniqueness and Guaranty of Singularity

The very function of transferabledocuments is that they embody rights which

represents the actual rights and obligations of the transaction.Paper-based

transferable documents due to their material nature are characterized by

uniqueness.276Here, a paperbill of lading required to be in a single and original

unique document that represents the rights embodied in such transferable paper;

which in turn guarantees the singularity of these rights and liabilities.277Any

negotiation or assignment of such rights by the holder requires the physical transfer

of the singular and originalbill of lading.278Therefore, in case of a paperbill of

lading, its singularity and uniqueness can be kept by having and transferring the

original document as between all the parties which are participating in the

transaction.

When we come to the case of electronicbill of lading, it requires more strict legal

and technical requirement to guarantee uniqueness or singularity of the document as

an electronic record can be copied in a way that generates a duplicate recordidentical

to and indistinguishable from the first one.279As per the report of UNCITRAL

working group on electronic commerce, €if a person is to receive possessory title of

a transferable instrument or a document of title by receiving it as an electronic

message, the addressee will need to be satisfied that no identical message could have

been sent to any other person by any preceding party in the chain…„ 280

276 Zvonimir ‡afranko,The Notion of Electronic Transferable records, p.18.
277 €Joint IMDA-AGC Review of the Electronic Transactions Act (cap. 88): Review of Draft
UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records„, available at <
https://www.imda.gov.sg/media/imda/files/inner/pcdg/consultations/consultation-paper/public-
consultation-paper---uncitral-model-law-on-etrs_10-march-2017.pdf?la=en>, [last accessed
February 20, 2018].
278Ibid.
279 Joint IMDA-AGC Review of the Electronic Transactions Act (cap. 88): Review of Draft
UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records„, available at <
https://www.imda.gov.sg/-/media/imda/files/inner/pcdg/consultations/consultation-paper/public-
consultation-paper---uncitral-model-law-on-etrs_10-march-2017.pdf?la=en>, [last accessed
February 20, 2018].
280United Nations Commission on International Trade Law Working Group IV,Legal Issues Relating
to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records, Notes by secretariat,2011, p. 5, para.13.[Available at
https://documents-dds-
ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/LTD/V11/855/64/PDF/V1185564.pdf?OpenElement.
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In terms of technology, today it is possible to guarantee the uniqueness and

singularity of a given electronic transferable record by employing two means.281

The first one is by using a central registry administered by a trusted intermediary.

Nevertheless, to make transactions on central registry system, all parties of the given

transaction must be registeredmembers.However, when a non-member later on

becomes part of the transaction an electronicbill of ladingneeds to be replaced by a

paperbill of lading .282 Later on, thanks to the invention of block chain technology,

it is possible to guarantee the uniqueness or singularity of electronic transferable

record by simple circulation of the token in an open and decentralized platform.283In

case of block chain technology, the transaction of electronicbill of lading can be

taken place peer-to-peer on an open platform where no prior subscription to

membership is required.284This very characteristics of the token system can warrant

worldwide reach of the participants by the fact the application ofbill of lading

involves the participation of enterprises from many business parties like trader

themselves, banks, carriers, freight forwarders, government bodies.285 Therefore, in

terms of technology now it is possible to use either the registry or token system.

However, both system would not work unless it is given sufficient support from the

legal infrastructure to keep the singularity or uniqueness of electronicbill of lading.

Therefore, there should be a means to prevent unauthorized replication of an

electronic transferablebill of lading by the electronic system and itis normal to be

done by providing legal requirements though it may also be possible by providing

technical requirements.

Besides, the paperbill of lading shall be presented or retained in its original form.

Here, there should be legal requirements whichallows electronic documents to be

presented or retained in their original form.

[ Here in after, UNCITRAL,Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records,
(2011),A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.115]
281 Koji Takahashi, ‚Block chain Technology and Electronic Bills of Lading•, The Journal of
International Maritime Law, 2016, Volume 22, pp. 200-211, at p. 204. [Here in after,Koji Takahashi,
Block chain Technology and Electronic Bills of Lading].
282Id. p. 205.
283Koji Takahashi,Block chain Technology and Electronic Bills of Lading, p.204.
284Id., p.205.
285Id., p.206.
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3.1.4. Physical Possession and Transfer of Rights by Delivery

Transfer of a right and its performance embodied in a paper-based negotiable

document can be achieved with the transfer of the actual or constructive possession

over that document.286 Any right to claim the performance cannot be detached from

the physical paper. The person who physically owns the document is supposed to be

the person who is titled to claim the right.Thus, mere physical submission of a

document is a formal requirement for acquiring the right to claim incorporated in the

document.287

However,in case ofelectronicbill of lading, the concept of actual or constructive

possession does not work as there isno actual document to be transferred through

this method. Therefore, there should be a means to have the possession of the right

embodied on the electronicbill of lading. Physical possession is substituted by

control in a case of electronicbill of lading. Generally, the system to transfer the

rights and performance of electronicbill of lading to another person is called

control.288 Hence, the transfer of electronic document generally and electronicbill

of lading particularly can be done with the transferof control over the electronic

transferable record.289 Here, the person with control of the electronicbill of lading

is considered the holder capable of enforcing the electronicbill of lading. Thus, if

control of an electronicbill of lading is used as a substitute for physical possession

of paper-baseddocument, transfer of control serves as the substitute for delivery of

an electronicbill of lading as delivery and subsequent endorsement used as transfer

of a paper-based document.290

286 United Nations Commission on International Trade Law,Legal Issues Relating to the use of
ElectronicTransferable Records, 2012, p.13, para.51.  [Available athttps://documents-dds
ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/LTD/V12/559/17/PDF/V1255917.pdf?OpenElement]. [Here in after,
UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the use of Electronic Transferable Records, (2012),
A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.118.]
287 Zvonimir ‡afranko,The Notion of Electronic Transferable records, p.18.
288 Id., p.5.
289 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records, (2011),
A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.118, p. 12, para.43.
290 United Nations Commission on International Trade Law,Legal Issues Relating to the use of
Electronic Transferable Records: Proposal by the Governments of Colombia, Spain and the United
States,2012, pp.10-11, para.38. [ Available athttps://documents-dds-
ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/LTD/V12/552/61/PDF/V1255261.pdf?OpenElement]. [UNCITRAL, Legal
Issues Relating to the use of Electronic Transferable Records: Proposalby the Governments of
Colombia, Spain and the United States, (2012),A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.119].
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Control and transfer rights of an electronic record can be made by either the registry

system or token system.291 In case of the registry system, as the identity of the owner

of the electronicbill of lading is found in a separate independent registry system,

control is to be madeon the registry system.292 Here, what is required is to make the

integrity of the registry system. In case of token systemby the fact that the identity

of the holderof electronicbill of lading is found in the electronicbill of lading itself

may not be as such problematic.293 Besides, any changes in the ownership of the

rights can be known by alterations made directly to the electronic record.294Thus, to

maintain the integrity, there should be control over the electronic record itself and

the process for transfers of thebill . It is by the instrument of the law that the use of

electronicbill of lading through control over that recordcan be enabled.

3.1.5. Identification, Authorization and Authentication of Holder

and Issuer

Identification and authenticationof issuer and holder have double fold benefits. It

allows the exercise of control and verifies the validity of the chain of transfers of the

electronic transferable record (bill of lading).295 The identity of the issuer who signs

the original electronicbill of ladingand of the transferor who endorses the electronic

bill of lading to transfer it to another party is required to have a valid electronic

signature.296 Identification of the holder of electronicbill of lading is very important

to know the creditorand the beneficiary of thebill of lading. As a matter of fact, the

identity of the holder may not be known from the electronic record; as there is a

possibility to be changed from time to time.297

291 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the use of Electronic Transferable Records: Proposal by
the Governments of Colombia, Spain and the United States, (2012), A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.119.
para.39.
292 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records, (2011),
A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.115, p.7, para.22.
293 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the use of Electronic Transferable Records: Proposal by
the Governments of Colombia, Spain and the United States, (2012), A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.119, p. 11,
para.41
294Ibid.
295 United Nations Commission on International Trade Law, Legal Issues relating to the Use of
Electronic Transferable records (continued), Notes by Secretariat,2013, p.4, para.16.   [Available at
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/LTD/V12/559/11/PDF/V1255911.pdf?OpenElement
]. [Here in after, UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records
(continued), 92012),A/CN.9/WG.IV/WP.118/Add.1].
296 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records, (2011),
A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.115, p.8.,para.25.
297 Id., p.8., para. 26.
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In case of paperbill of lading, the person in possessionof the unique negotiablebill

of ladingis presumed to be the holder.298However, in case of electronicbill of lading,

as the physical possession is to be substituted by control of electronicbill of lading,

the law has to come up with a mechanism to identify the person who is going to be

considered as the holder of thebill of lading at any time.

3.1.6. Evidential Value of ElectronicBill of L ading

As addressed under chapter two of this thesis,bill of lading has a function of being

an evidence for receipt of goods and contract of carriage.299 As a receipt, the paper

bill of lading evidences the quantity, condition(quality) and leading marks of the

goods.300As evidence of a contract of carriage, the paperbill of ladingevidences the

existence of the contractbetweenthe carrier and shipper. This shows that how much

the evidential value ofbill of lading has to be given emphasis; as two of its basic

functions is about evidence and evidence.

Electronicbill of lading is equally capable of describing the goods andthe contracts

in the same way.In case of a paperbill of lading, the paper itself can be brought

before a court of law asanevidencefor receipt and contract of carriage. However,

when we come to the case of electronicbill of lading, there is uncertainty as to

whether it is admissible before the court of law or not.  Most procedural rules dealing

with the admissibility of evidence are crafted by taking the admissibility of paper-

based documentation intoconsideration.301

However, though those laws are crafted by taking into consideration such paper

documents, theoretically both under the common law and civil law legal system,

there is a possibility for the admission of electronicbill of ladingas evidencebefore

a court of law.302 Under the common law legal system, both documents and

298 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records, (2011),
A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.115, p.8.,para.25.
299 Supra, pp. 21-23, chapter two, section, 2.3.2., sub section 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2.
300 Samantha Peel,The Development of theBill of lading: Its Future in the Maritime Industry,
p.239.
301 Rouhshi Low,Replacing the PaperBill of ladingwith an ElectronicBill of lading: Problems and
Possible Solutions, p.197.
302 Krailerk Euarjai,International Carriage ofGoods by Sea: Problems in Bills of Lading and Their
Impact in Australia and its Major Trading Partners in Asia, p.190, Rouhshi Low, Replacing the Paper
Bill of lading with an Electronic Bill of lading: Problems and Possible Solutions, p. 198-200 and
Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic Bills
of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, pp.214-215.
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computer records are grouped as hearsay evidence.303 Hence, an electronicbill of

ladingcould satisfy the best evidence rule of common law legal system and could

be accepted as evidence as far as there is no available evidence.304In case of the civil

law legal system, there is a principle that all material evidence can be admissible to

establish the material truth.305 But, it does not mean that electronic records are

always admissiblebefore a court of law under every legal system as there is the

possibility to prohibit such admission. Today, in most jurisdictions; as they are aware

of the influence of technology in a day to day business transaction; electronic records

are recognized as evidence.

3.1.7. Issues Related to Amendment of ElectronicBill of lading

Once an electronicbill of lading is issued, later on, that electronic record may be

subject to amendment or correction. This may be done for different reasons among

others transfer, correction, subrogation, succession, splitting and combining of the

record.306 For different reasons errorsmay occur on a given electronicbill of lading

while it is issued or later on. To mention, the information provided by the requesting

party may be different from what is actually recorded under the electronicbill of

lading, if there is an issuance of electronic records without a request, if there is

omission of details to be recorded and incorrect early termination of the electronic

record.307 Besides, electronicbill of lading may be split or combined for different

reasons; for instance, a given electronicbill of lading may be split for partial

performance.308These all issues have to addressed through contractual or legislative

actions.

303 Krailerk Euarjai,International Carriage of Goods by Sea: Problems in Bills of Lading and Their
Impact in Australia and its Major Trading Partners in Asia, p.190,Rouhshi Low, Replacing the Paper
Bill of lading with an ElectronicBill of lading: Problems and Possible Solutions, p. 198-200 and
Farhang Jafari,The Concerns of the Shipping Industry Regarding the Application of Electronic Bills
of Lading in Practice Amid Technological Change, pp.214-215.
304 Krailerk Euarjai, International Carriage of Goods by Sea: Problems in Bills of Lading and Their
Impact in Australia and its MajorTrading Partners in Asia, p.191.
305 Id., p.200.
306 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records (continued),
(2012), A/CN.9/WG.IV/WP.118/Add.1, p.1.para.1-2.
307 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records(continued),
92012), A/CN.9/WG.IV/WP.118/Add.1, p.3-6, para.20-27.
308Ibid.
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3.1.8. Formation of Contract Between the Endorsee and the Carrier

Bill of lading is an evidence for the contract of carriage between the carrier and the

shipper; not a contract itself. Therefore, there may not be a problem when the

dematerialization issues come, as the contract between the carrier and the shipper is

to be governed by a prior written or oral contract not thebill of lading. However,

regardingthe relationship between the carrier and third-party endorsee, it is not

merely evidence of contract carriage rather it is a contract itself.309 Here the prior

contract between the shipper and carrier would not have an effect on the relationship

between third parties (banks, buyers or other endorsees) and the carrier.310Rather,

the terms of abill of lading will govern the overall relationships as between those

endorsees and contracting carrier; thus by default, it is a contract of carriage.

In case of paperbill of lading, the process of formation of contract can be conducted

as any documentary contract. However, when thebill of lading is dematerialized,

there are legal concerns that need to be addressed. The first issue to beaddressed is

whether a contract can be validly concluded between parties using electronic data

and interchange method or not; mostly by the general obligation law. Secondly, the

when and where of formation of a contract between the carrier and third-party

endorsee have to be addressed.311

3.1.9. End of Life Cycle of ElectronicBill of L ading

The life cycle of electronicbill of lading may end up for different reasons. The

obvious reason is the performance of the obligation. Under both the registry as well

as the token system, end of life cycle of electronicbill of ladingthrough performance

needs to be regulated.312Like performance, refusal to perform and partial

performance of the rights and obligation embodied in thebill needs careful

regulation.

309 Emanuel Laryea, Paperless Trade: Opportunities, Challenges and Solutions, 1st ed., Kluwer Law
International, 2002, p.66. [Here in after,Emanuel Laryea, Paperless Trade: Opportunities,
Challenges and Solutions].
310 Ibid.
311 Samantha Peel,The Development of theBill of lading: Its Future in the Maritime Industry,
p.241.
312 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records (continued),
92012), A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.118/Add., p. para.30-33.
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Besides, there are circumstances which necessitate replacement or conversion of

electronicbill of lading to paperbill of ladingor the vice versa. It could not be done

arbitrarily rather there should be contractual or legislative mechanisms to do so.313

Moreover, once the rights and obligations under thebill are discharged, electronic

bill of lading needs to be terminated to avoid its furthercirculation and possible

manifold requests of performance.314 For instance, termination of electronicbill of

ladingin a registry-based system takes place with recording of the full performance

of the obligation on thatbill .315

3.1.10. Legal Issues Relating to Third Party Operator System

Unlike the token system in case of registry-based systems, third-party registry

operators are required. Thus, legislation governing electronicbill of lading has to

have explicit provisions on the regulation of thosethird-party operators.316The

regulation can be at entry, during operation as well as at existing. At entry stage, the

law has to state the minimum requirements to be fulfilled to apply for operating

registry system. Requirements like capital, the form of incorporation and

information on technological, financial, human and other resources to be employed

has to regulated.317 At the operation stage, there may erroneous communication,

fraud, system breakdown or other technical problems. Determination of liability for

such failures has to be addressed. Besides, the liabilities of users for erroneous

communication has also be addressed. Furthermore, dispute settlement mechanisms

have to be established.

313 UNCITRAL, Legal Issues Relating to the Use of Electronic Transferable Records (continued),
92012), A/CN.9/WG. IV/WP.118/Add, p. 10, para., 41 and 42.
314 Id., p. 10., para., 50.
315 Id., p.11., para., 54.
316 Id. p.11., para. 55.
317 Rouhshi Low,Replacing the PaperBill of lading with an ElectronicBill of lading: Problems
and Possible Solutions, p.202.
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3.2.Analysis of the Existing Ethiopian Legal Environment in Light

of Its Compatibility for E lectronic Bill of L ading�.

3.2.1. Introduction

Ethiopia has laws governing contract of carriage supported by thebill of ladingsince

1960. However, the recent advent of information communication technology in the

international commercial transaction has brought some changes on the

documentation process of foreign trade generally and maritimetransport sector

specifically. As a result, the paperless international business transaction is

developing in the maritime sector. The very important case isintroduction of

electronic transport document like anelectronicbill of lading as a substitute for

paper transport documents.To that end, under thispart, the researcheranalyzes

whether the existing legal environment of Ethiopia is compatible in accommodating

introduction of electronicbill of ladingor not.

3.2.2. Policy

As per the study conducted by UNCTAD on the economic, social andlegal

implications of electronic commerce and electronic international transport services

for developing countries, there are policy questions to be addressed by national

governments.318The study interalia raisedthe commitment ofgovernmentsin giving

due consideration to adapting national laws and regulations to foster electronic

commerce and paperless international trade as a policy question.319 This study

emphasizedon the role of developing countries government through policy

instrument for enhancing thecompetitiveness of developing countries in the

international paperless trade. In particular, the expert group found out that a policy

to reform customs procedures and application of information technology is a timely

question that needs an imminent answer.320Accordingly, states crafted transport

policy, foreign trade policy, logistics strategy in light of the international

technological development to alleviate the grounded problems of foreign trade.

318UNCTAD, Electronic Commerce and International Transport Services: Best Practices for
Enhancing the Competitiveness of Developing countries, p.4, para. 1-4.
319Id., p.5, para. 7.
320Id., p.6, para.11.
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When we come to the case of Ethiopia, recently it has drafted both national logistics

strategy and transport policy at the national level. As per the draft national transport

policy of Ethiopia, inadequate institutional arrangements; lack of proper laws,

regulations and procedures which are consistent and compatible to create a

conducive climate for the growth of the transport sector are identified as the major

challenge of the general transport sector.321 The phenomenal changes in transport

technology, ICT, integrated logistics and supply chain management isidentified as

to one of the triggering factors which necessitates having  apolicy in the

transportationsector.

For addressing such challenges, the government is recommended to encourage

introduction of appropriate transport technology and strengthen theapplication of

ICT and database development.322 Besides, the government is also recommended to

review, update and consolidate the legal and institutional framework by taking

technological developments in the sector into consideration.323Moreover,

encouragingacquirement of new modern and appropriate technology and techniques

by setting standards and enforcement mechanism through regulation; as a policy

direction.

For the maritimetransportand transit sector; the draft policy identified high transport

costsand delays on foreign trade in the logistic chain and lack of updated legislation

of maritime law in light with modern technological developments.324 As a solution,

it is recommended that the government should have to ensure cost-effective and

efficient transit and logistics operation, update, adapt and disseminate maritime

laws, international convention and to introduce the effective usage of information

communication technology in the sector.325

Although both the national transport policy and national strategy are at the draft

stage, it shows the government commitments towards transforming the existing legal

framework on the maritime and transit sector to accommodate the information

communication technology development in the sector.  Thus, policy wise there is a

321Draft National Transport Policy of Ethiopia, p.26.
322Id, p.33.
323Id., p. 35.
324Id., p. 58,
325Id. p.59.
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clear tendency towards employing electronic data interchange in the documentation

of foreign trade documents which includesbill of lading.

3.2.3. The 1960 Maritime Code

Ethiopia is not a party to any one of the international instruments governing carriage

by sea. Hence,in Ethiopia, the major law governing carriage by sea as a whole and

bill of lading in particularis the 1960 maritime code.Al though, it is not clearly

known as to the material source of the code; as per Tsehai Wada, the then

conventions and commercial practice governing maritime affairs are regarded as the

possible source of the code.326 It was the International Convention for the

Unification of Certain Rules Relating toBill s of Lading [The Hague Rules] that

influenced almost all of the national law governing contract of carriage supported

by thebill of ladingand enacted before Hamburg Rules.

As the Ethiopia maritime code is enacted in 1960 in which the only governing and

widely applicable rules on this area is The Hague Rules, it is logical to conclude

those provisions of the code governing contract of carriage supported bybill of

ladingare influenced by thelater one.It is also found that many provisions of the

Code are very similar to that of The Hague Rules and other national legislation

adopting the Rules.327

Let•s examine the specific part of the code governing contract of carriage as to

whether it is possible to issue an electronicbill of lading or not. Under the 1960

maritime code, there is no specific provision which expressly defines the termbill

of lading rather only contract of carriageis defined. The law definescontract of

carriage as €a contract of carriage covered by abill of ladingor any similar document

of title in so far assuch documentsrelate to the carriage of goods by sea…„328

€[emphasis added].„ According to this definition, there is no indication as to where

the bill of lading is only in paperformat or not;rather it only emphasizes on the

nature of the document that is being a document of title.

326Tsehai Wada, ‚Package limitation, under International Conventions and Maritime Code of
Ethiopia: an overview•, Ethiopian Journal of Law, Vol. 21, pp. 114-137, p., 128-129. [ Hereinafter,
Tsehai Wada, ‚Package limitation, under International Conventions and Maritime Code of Ethiopia].
327Hailegabriel Gedicho,Maritime Law Teaching Material, JLSRI, 2008, p.12. [ Here in after,
Hailegabriel Gedicho,Maritime Law Teaching Material].
328Maritime Code of the Empire of Ethiopia,Art 133(2).
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Should the phrase €any similar document of title„ be interpreted to include an

electronicbill of lading? A look at the literal interpretation of the phrase, we can

argue in favor of its inclusiveness. What does the phrase ... €such documents„ refer

to? is that a document required or referring documents of title in plural form? It is

not referring a document requirement rather simply it is referring any documents of

title.  However, it would become illogical to conclude that it was the intention of the

then legislature to recognize electronicbill of lading as the possible negotiable

document which covers a contract of carriage; as this law was enacted while there

wasno practical knowledge about none ofthese technological possibilities.

Besides,underthe special part governing contract of carriage supported bybill of

lading329, though there is no definition of whatbill of lading is, it addresses howbill

of lading is to be issued. Accordingly, as per article 181 of the maritime code, €[t]he

carrier or his representative shall,after receiving the goods,issueto the shipper a

bill of lading.„ €[emphasis added]„. Here, the carrier is required to issuebill of

lading after receiving the goods. It does not expressly specify that abill of lading

must be written on paper rather it only requires the carrier to issue thebill . The same

approach is adopted under The Hague Rules. Therefore, as far as there is no specific

requirement to make it in paper format, still it is difficult to conclude that electronic

bill of lading is excluded from the ambit of article 181 of the code. However, it

would not be the intention of the legislature to recognize electronic counterpart of

the paperbill of lading as the time in which paper is the only recognized mode of

issuing such types of document. Moreover, the law also provides that €[a]bill of

ladingshall draw up in two originals, of which one shall bedelivered to the shipper

and the other retained by the carrier.„ Unless it is issued in paper format, there would

not be two originals that can be delivered and retained at the same time. Therefore,

for this researcher, as far as electronic medium of communication was not known

while the maritime code of Ethiopia was enacted and there is the requirement of two

originals paperbill of lading, it is sound to conclude thatelectronicbill of lading is

recognized under the maritime code of Ethiopia.

Coming to the signature issue, as per the Ethiopian maritime code, €[t]hebill s of

lading shall be dated and signed by the carrieror his representative.„ 330It is different

329 Maritime Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Art. 180-209.
330Id., the introduction sentence of article 189.
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from the Hague Rules in this regard; as there is no signature requirement under the

latter. The law states thatbill of ladinghas to be signed; however, it is silent as to

the mode of signature. The signature may be in a mechanical or electronic means.

As the maritime code is silent on the mode of signature, it is logical to argue that, it

is media neutral. However, stillit would be difficult to conclude that it was the

intention of the legislature to recognize electronic signature at the time in which the

concept of digitalization was not known.

To conclude, though the maritime code does not clearly stipulate both document and

signature requirement for issuance ofbill of lading; it would not be the intention of

the legislature to include the electronic counterpart of paperbill of lading as a

transport document while enacting the code.

3.2.4. Multimodal Transport of Goods Proclamation

As discussed in chapter two of this paper, multimodal transport document (bill of

lading) is one types ofbill of lading.331 In Ethiopia multimodalbill of lading is

regulated under the separate law. Before the enactment of the Multimodal

Transportation of Goods Proclamation, multimodalbill of lading is not properly

regulated.332 The imminent driving force for the enactment of the proclamation was

the Ethioƒ Djibouti Multimodal Transport System Agreement concluded in 2006.333

As a result, in2007 the government enacted multimodal transport of goods

proclamation.

Let•s examine whether electronicbill of ladinghas a place under this proclamation.

Under this law, multimodal transport document (bill of lading) is defined as €a

document which evidences a multimodal transport contract, the taking in charge of

the goods by the multimodal transport operator, and an undertaking by him to deliver

the goods in accordance with the terms of that contract.„334Multimodal transport

document (bill of lading) is defined as adocument.Does it to mean only paperbill

331 Supra, p. 30, chapter two, section 2.3.3, sub section 2.3.3. 4.
332 According to Tshai wada, only four provisions are there to regulate such types of bill of lading
under both the commercial and maritime code, pp. 47-48.
333 Tsehai wada, MultimodalTtransportation of Goods under Ethiopian Law,Journal of Ethiopian
Law, Vol. XXII, No. I, 2009, pp.49. [Hereinafter,Tsehai wada, MultimodalTtransportation of Goods
under Ethiopian Law].
334 Multimodal Transport of Goods Proclamation No. 548, Article 2(4).
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of lading? The literal interpretation of the worddocumentis to refer paper

multimodalbill of lading.

However, article 4 of the proclamation which deals about the issuance of multimodal

transportbill of lading provides that €[t]he signatureson the multimodal transport

document may be in handwriting, printed in facsimile, stamped, in symbol or made

by any other mechanical orelectronicmeans.„€[emphasis added]„ . It is recognized

that the signature on the multimodal transport document can be made by electronic

means. Does electronic signature presuppose electronic record?May not be, it is not

sufficient to say thatelectronic multimodalbill of lading is recognizedunder the

proclamation.

But, when we look at the subsequent two provisions; it raised doubt as to the

recognition of electronic multimodalbill of lading proper. Let•s analyze each of

them; article 5 of the proclamation which deals about non-negotiable multimodal

transport document states that €a non-negotiable multimodal transport document

may be issued by making use of any mechanical and electronic means or other means

preserving a record of the particulars….„  This provision adopting electronic means

of recording recognized the use of the information technology for the issuance of

non-negotiable multimodal transportbill of lading. Non- negotiable multimodal

transport document is a transport document which only performs the function of

being an evidence of multimodal transport contract and receipt of goods by the

operator. In this case, the originality of this document may not be required while

delivery of the goods is performed; mere identification of the consigneeby any

meansis sufficient. Thus, it can be recorded electronically and transferred to the

consignee.

Let•s come to the case of article 6; which address issues of negotiable multimodal

transport document. Unlike the preceding provision, it is silent as to whether the

document can be in electronic record or not. Is that intentional omission of the

legislature? Besides, there are terms which indicate that negotiable multimodal

transport document is to be issued only in paper format. For instance, the phrase

more than one originalunder the English version and the phrase�¨� �•�õ�`���í �`���• �E��

�Ë�“�0�•�ö�}�è�p�Ø����under the Amharic version presupposes paperbill of ladingas there

is no the concept of copies and more than one original in case of electronicbill of
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lading.  For this researcher, the above phrases and the fact that article sixis silent as

to whether electronic counterpart is possible or not unlike the preceding provision

shows that the legislature only intended to have paper negotiable multimodal

transportbill of lading, unlike the non- negotiable one.

Nevertheless, as far asan electronic signature is recognized under article 4 of the

proclamation which governs all multimodal transport documents, still it is possible

to argue that electronic negotiable multimodal transportbill of lading is recognized.

Despite the law makes difference on digitalization of negotiable and non- negotiable

multimodal bill of lading, it is unhidden fact that unlike the maritime code, this

proclamation gave clear legal recognition for electronic multimodalbill of lading.

The next issue is as to whether the provisions are sufficient enough to address legal

issues of electronicbill of lading. As discussed in the first part of this chapter, there

are many legal issues that need attention upon recognition of electronicbill of lading.

Under this proclamation, nothing is stated more than indicating that the multimodal

transport document and signature may be issued and signed in electronic form. It

does not address how the originality, singularity and uniqueness of electronicbill of

ladingare to be guaranteed. Besides, it does not also address how the requirement

of physical possession and transfer of rights by delivery is to be performed when the

multimodal transport document is in electronic form. Moreover, issue like how

electronic multimodalbill of ladingcan be amended and corrected is not addressed.

Furthermore, it does not also address legal issues regarding the conversion of

electronicbill of lading to a paperbill of ladingand vice versa, issues related to end

of life cycle of electronicbill of lading, liability about erroneous communication and

other issues that need the attention of the law.
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3.2.5. The General Contract Law of Ethiopia

As discussed in part one of this chapter335, the relationship between third-party

endorsee and carrier is governed by thebill of lading itself. Here, unlike the

relationship between the shipper and the carrier;bill of ladingis not a mere evidence

rather it is also a contract of carriage. It is recognized under the Ethiopia maritime

code governingbill of lading. The law stated that the terms of a contract of carriage

between the carrier and shipper can be brought against third-party holder of abill of

lading if and only if the third-party holder knew of terms of the contract of

carriage.336 This provision impliedly tell us that the relationship between third party

holder and carrier is only subjectto termsof thebill of lading issued by the carrier.

Thus, in effect, thebill of lading is notonly an evidence of contract of carriage as

between the carrier and shipper but also a contract itself for the relationship between

the carrier andthird-party holder. Therefore, in a case of electronicbill of lading,

what is to be addressed by the law is not only limited to its recognition as transport

document rather issues related to electronic formation of contract has to be taken in

to consideration; as it can be a contract itself beyond being an evidence for contract

of carriage.  The very important issues that needs to be addressed when we think of

electronicbill of ladingas a contract are concerns relating to when and where a new

contract was formed between the carrier and third-party endorsee. Besides, whenbill

of ladingitself is a contract, it is clear that; it cannot be made orally.Bill of lading

as a contract has to pass formality requirement of being in written or electronic

record from.

Coming to the Ethiopia general contract law, as per article 1681 (1) of the Civil Code

offer and acceptance €may be made orally or in writing or by sign or…by a

conduct…„ From this provision, it can be deduced that the law does not prescribe

any method of communicating offer and acceptance to form a contract. Thus, there

is no prohibition under the Ethiopia general contract law to have electronic contracts.

This in effect entitles parties transacting in business to conclude contracts by

electronic means by using the so-called principle of party autonomy.Therefore,

335 Supra, p. 68, Chapter Three, section 3.1, sub section 3.1.8.
336 Maritime Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Art. 194(2).
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principally underEthiopian general contract law, it is possible to issue electronicbill

of ladingby employing the party autonomy principle.

However, there are subsequent issues that need to be addressed by a given contract

law which looks for the formation of electroniccontracts.  The mere fact that the law

does not prohibit the formation of contract through electronic communication is not

a guaranty for having the proper formation of electronic contracts. The Ethiopia

general contract law does not address issues related to consent in case of formation

of an electroniccontract.337

For the case at hand, it is not known as to whether the mere transfer of electronicbill

of ladingthrough control amount as a conclusion of contract of carriage as between

the third-party endorsee and the carrier. Moreover, under the Ethiopian general

contract law, there is formality requirement providedto havevalid formation of

contract. As stated before abill of lading cannot be made orally; rather it has to be

prepared either in written or any other form which can able to achieve its functions.

Thus, there is an obvious requirement by law or custom of merchants to make it

indistinguishable form. The Ethiopian general contract law requires the signature of

the parties if that contract is required to made in written form.338Regardingthe mode

of signature, the law clearly states that a written contract shall be affixed by the

handwritten signature or thumb-mark of contracting parties.339

Therefore, though the law doesn•t prohibit formation of a contract through electronic

means; our general contract law is not compatible to form electronic contracts; as

the law fails to address issues relating to the characterization of consent and

functional equivalence of signature and written requirement.

337Gebrehiwot Entehawu,The Legal Framework for Electronic Contracts in Ethiopia with Special
Emphasis on General Contract Law, pp. 114.
338 Civil Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, 1960,Negarit Gazzetta, Extraordinary Issue, Pro. No. 165,
19th Year, No.2, Art 1727(1). [ Here in after,Civil Code of the Empire of Ethiopia].
339 Id., Art., 1728.
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3.2.6. Security and Customs Laws of Ethiopia

As stated in chapter two of this research,bill of lading enables sale and purchase of

goods that are in the process of transporting.340 Besides, when the transaction is

financed through banks and documentary credit system, as the bank provides finance

to the buyer; it is thebill of lading which serves as security for the financing bank.

The traditionalbill of lading fulfills this requirement of security by the fact that it is

easy to identify its originality through the physical presence of the document.

Coming to the Ethiopia security law, any transferable securities can be pledged.341

Under the commercial code or civil code of Ethiopia,we cannot find any provision

which provides that electronic transferable records can serve as security

notwithstanding that both the warehouse receipt proclamation and multimodal

carriage of goods proclamation of Ethiopia gives electronic warehouse receipt and

electronic multimodal transport document the same legal status with the paper

counterpart. However, later on, the Ethiopian Commodities Exchange come up with

internal working procedure which allows pledging of electronic warehouse receipts

held by it.342 This shows that pledging of electronic securities is possible in Ethiopia

law.  However, it is only limited to electronic warehouse receipt.  Thus, as the basic

security laws of Ethiopia which are scattered in different laws of the country does

not giverecognition for pledging of electronic securities and as there is no special

law which regulates electronicbill of lading, it is fair to conclude that electronicbill

of lading cannot serve as security in Ethiopia before having a special provision

whichallowsdoingso.

Coming to the customs lawof Ethiopia, it is found that electronic records are given

equal recognition with paper documents. Accordingly, as per article 2(25) of the

Ethiopia custom proclamation document is defined as €any document presented

physically or by electronicmeans to the authority to complete customs formalities.„

Unequivocally the law clearly recognizes the admissibility of electronic records as

equivalent document with paper documents for purpose of conducting customs

formalities. Transportdocuments which include abill of lading are among the

340 Supra, p. 25-26, chapter two, section 2.3.2, sub section 2.3.2.3.
341 Commercial Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, 1966,NegaritGazzeta, Extraordinary issue, Proc.
No. 166, 19th Year, No. 3, Art. 950. [ Here in after,Commercial Code of the Empire of Ethiopia].
342 Rules of the Ethiopian Commodities Exchange,Rev.No. 5/2010, Article 9.5.2.1(d) and 9.2.4.
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required document to be the submitted before the authority along with the goods

declaration for completing custom formalities.343 The literal interpretation of this

provision tells us that, electronicbill of lading is recognized as document under the

current custom law of Ethiopia in order to complete customs formalities. Besides,

the law also recognizes completion of customs procedures through the electronic

exchange system.344

Any person is allowed to process and submit reports on €the arrival or departure of

a means of transport and travelers taken on board or goods loaded; to complete

custom formalities, to effect payments and to receive an order of release of goods

electronically through the electronic exchange system to be developed by the

authority.„345 However, subsequent provision of the custom proclamation which

deals about verification of electronic information provides thatsubmission of

original documents may be required to check the accuracy of electronically

transmitted messages. Thus, what is recognized under the Ethiopia custom

proclamation is submission of electronic copies of paper documents; not pure

electronicdocuments. As discussed in the first part of this chapter,346 the originality

of electronicbill of lading cannot beverified by bringing an original paperbill of

lading.

3.2.7 The Ethiopian Evidence Law

It is known that so far Ethiopia does not haveseparately codified evidence law.

However, the absence of codified evidence law does not mean that Ethiopia does not

have evidence law. The Ethiopia evidence laws are found by being scattered

throughout both the substantive and adjective laws of the country which are enacted

by the 1960 codification process or later on.  Besides, by the fact that our substantive

and procedural laws are influenced by both the common law and civil law legal

systems, our evidence law is influenced by both the common law and civil law

evidence rules. To begin with, under the 1960 civil code, €[a] written instrument

shall be conclusive evidence, as between who signed it, of the agreement therein

343 Customs Proclamation, 2014, Federal Negarit Gazetta, Proc. No.859, 20th Year No. 82, Article
9. [Here in after,Customs Proclamation No.859/2014]
344 Id, chapter twelve.
345 Id., Article 78(1) (a- d).
346 Supra, p. Chapter Three, section 3.1., sub section, 3.1.3.
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contained and of the date it bears.„ The law recognizes that written instrument is

conclusive evidence for those who signed it to perform the underlying transaction.

While the code was enacted, the concept of electronic records was not known; as a

result, the 1960 civil code was enacted by taking the admissibility of paper-based

documentation into consideration.

However, as the civil code is influenced by the civil law legal system, it is still

possible to argue that electronic records generally and electronicbill of lading can

be admissible; as there is an accepted principle in the civillaw legal system which

provides that all material evidence can be admissible to establish the material truth.

Thus, in a case when electronic record is brought before a court of law as an

evidence, it can be accepted by alleging this principle unless prohibited otherwise

by specific legislation.

Coming to other laws, under the maritime code there is no provisions regarding the

admissibility of bill of lading. However, in the multimodal transport of goods

proclamation subject to the interpretation providedbefore under this part, electronic

multimodal transport document is admissible before court of law.347 Moreover, the

2016 computer crime proclamation of Ethiopia,

[a]ny documentor a certified copy of thedocument or a certified printoutof any
electronicrecordrelating to computer data seized in accordance with this Proclamation

may be produced as evidence during court proceedingsand shall beadmissible.348

This provision tells us that Ethiopia courts are required to accept electronic records

as an admissible evidence when there is a need to do so.  Generally, knowing that

the Ethiopia legal system is the hybrid of common law and civil law system and also

electronic records are admissible in case of the criminal proceeding, this thesis writer

believes that nothing is there to prohibit admission of an electronicbill of lading as

an evidence under the current Ethiopia court system.

3.2.8. Draft E- Laws

The Ministry of Science and Technology of Ethiopiahasdrafted both electronic

commerce and signature law with the support ofUnited Nation Economic

Commissionfor Africa (UNECA) as of 2009. The draft electronic commerce law

347 Multimodal Transport of Goods ProclamationNo. 548, Article 10(1).
348 Computer Crime Proclamation, 2016,Federal Negarit Gazetta, Proc. No. 958, 22nd Year,No. 83,
Article 32. [ Here in after,Computer Crime Proclamation958/2016].
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provides that €electronic documents shall have the legal effect, validity or

enforceability as any other document or legal writing„349 By doing so, this draft law

avoids the legal uncertainty created related to the validity, enforceability and

admissibility of electronic records. The law also provides that an electronic record

satisfy the written requirements of any law as far as the information in the record

can be accessible and usable for subsequent reference.350 Besides, though it has no

detail regulation; it recognizes electronic signature.351 Moreover, the draft law also

addresses legal issues related to electronic contracts like how an electronic contract

is to be formed, the validity of electronic contracts which includes the where and

when about of formation of electronic contract.352. Last butnot least, the draft

electronic commerce law of Ethiopia, openly recognizes the admissibility of an

electronic data message or electronic document as an evidence with detail provision

as to its submission.

However, this draft electronic commerce law issilent as to whether it is applicable

for carriage of goods and transport documents or not. Electronic commerce laws

including the UNCITRAL Model Law on electronic commerce clearly recognize

and regulate issues relating to electronic contract of carriage and transport

documents. But, the draft electronic commerce law of Ethiopia though it is

somewhat similar to the UNCITRAL Model Law in other aspects, it fails to have a

provision on electronic carriage contract and transport documents. Therefore, for

this researcher, it is intentionally left by the legislature. Hence,the draft electronic

commerce law of Ethiopia is notapplicable to electronic shipping documents as

there is no provisions on recognizing electronic data on shipments.

Coming to the draftelectronic signature law of Ethiopia, electronic and digital

signature is recognized.353 It also has detail regulation on the licensing and

authorization of the domestic certificate authorities and on recognition of foreign

certificate authorities in Ethiopia.354 It provides rules regarding the appointment of

root certificate authority and its power and function355; the requirement to be fulfilled

349 Draft Electronic Commerce Law of Ethiopia, Article 5.
350 Id., Article 6.
351 Id., Article 7.
352 Id., Article 13-17.
353 Draft Electronic Signature Law of Ethiopia, Article 5-8.
354 Id., Article 20.
355 Id., Article 9-10.
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for having license as a certification authority,validity period and denial of license;356

about suspension, revocation, return and termination of certificate of license and

service;357 and also about auditing of the certificate authority by the root certificate

authority.358 Moreover, it has also detail regulation regarding the function of

certification authority and the requirement to be fulfilled for conducting such

business-like reliable financial capacity, use of trustworthy system and others

technical and regulatory requirements.359

Furthermore, the draft electronic signature law of Ethiopia addresses issues

regarding theliability and obligation of certification authority.360 Last but not least,

the law also provides obligation of subscribers and third party relying on the

transaction.361any subscriber is required to provide accurate information, to

safeguard private key, to request suspension or revocation of the certificate when it

found that the security of private keys is compromised. The writer of this thesis

believes that the draft electronic signature law is good enough for signing electronic

bill of ladingboth in caseof registry and token model. As a result, I would say there

is no limitation on this issue under the draft electronic signature law of Ethiopia.

356 Draft Electronic Signature Law of Ethiopia,Article 11-13.
357 Id., Article 14-19.
358 Id., Article 21.
359 Id., Article 26- 27.
360 Id., Article 41-43.
361 Id., Article 45-48.
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CHAPTER FOUR: REGULATION OF ELECTRONIC

BILL OF LADING UNDER THE UNCITRAL MODEL

LAWS AND LESSON FOR ETHIOPIA �.

4.1. Introduction

The United Nation Commission on International Trade Law is an institution

established under the auspices of UN General Assembly to harmonize and promote

international trade laws.362 UNCITRAL363, since its establishment prepared a wide

range ofmodern harmonized rules on commercial transactions. The commission

among others hasbeen conducting the following itprepare Model Laws and rules

which are acceptable worldwide, legal and legislative guides and recommendations

of great practical value, updated information on case law and enactments of uniform

commercial law, gives technical assistance in law reform projects and conducts and

coordinates regional and national seminars on uniform commercial law.364

The substantivework on topics within UNCITRAL•s work program is given to a

team called working groups. Sofar, the commission by establishing six working

groups has been working on different international trade law issues.365The third and

fourth working groupon transport law and electronic commerce are the specific

working group tasks which address issues of electronictransferable records and

transport documents.366

The 1996 UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce, the 2001UNCITRAL

Model Law on Electronic Signature and the 2017 UNCITRAL Model Law on

362 €About UNCITRAL,„ available athttp://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/about_us.html, [last
accessed on April 23, 2018].
363 The United Nation Commission on International Trade Law
364 Ibid.
365Working group I, was tasked to deal with micro, small and medium-sized enterprises, procurement,
privately financed infrastructure projects and on time limits and limitation. The working group II
deals with arbitration and conciliation, international sales of goods and international contract
practices. The third working group addresses issues about investor-state dispute settlement reform,
online dispute resolution, transport law and international legislation on shipping. The fourth working
group was tasked to address issues relating toelectronic commerce, electronic data interchange,
international payment and international negotiable instruments.The fifth and sixth working group
was assigned to address legal issues regarding insolvency, new international economic order and
security interests respectively.
366 About UNCITRAL,„ available athttp://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/about_us.html, [last
accessed on April 23, 2018].
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Electronic Transferable Records are part of the UNCITRAL Model Lawswhich

addressed legal issues of electronicbill of lading. The purpose ofthis ModelLaw is

to lay a ground for national legislators a set of accepted rules at the international

arena which addresses legal challenges relating to the application of electronic

commerce and electronic transferable record.367 Sates by adopting the model can

avoid uncertainty created byusage of multiparty web agreements. Besides, the

multiparty web agreements are not applicable to the relationship between third

parties and contracting parties. However, if there is a law which regulates such issues

privity of contract cannot be raised and in turnthe relationship between third parties

and contracting parties will be governed by thesamelaw.

Generally, the first two Model Laws have not a direct application to the regulation

of electronicbill of lading. They set general backgrounds on electronic commerce

and signature including electronic maritime commerce. However, the UNCITRAL

Model Law on Electronic Commerce addresses specific legal issues related to

electronic carriageof goods and transport documents. The application of this part of

the Model Law is both to non-negotiable transport documents and to transfer of

rights in goods through negotiablebill of lading. Coming to the Model Law on

Electronic Transferable Records, it is enacted to address legal issues relating to the

whole electronic transferablerecords which are the functional equivalent of

transferable documents or instruments.368 These transferable documents and

instruments can be either transferable instrument for payment of money or

transferable document of title.

Bill of lading and warehouse recipient are among the major types of documents of

title. Thus, negotiable electronicbill of ladingasan electronic transferable recordis

the subject matter of this Model Law. Here, the Model Law on electronic

transferablerecord isapplicable only tonegotiablebill of lading.  Under this part the

researcher will analyze how far the specific legal issues of electronicbill of lading

are addressed under the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic commerce regarding

367 Jenny Clift,‚Electronic Commerce: the UNCITRAL Model Lawand Electronic Equivalents to
Traditional Bills of Lading•, International Business Lawyer, Vol27, 1999, pp. 311-317, p.311. [
Herein after,Jenny Clift, ‚Electronic Commerce: the UNCITRALModel Law and Electronic
Equivalents to Traditional Bills of Lading].
368 United Nation,UNCITRAL Model Lawon Electronic Transferable Records, United Nation
Publication, New York, 2017, Article 3. [Herein after,UNCITRAL Model Lawon Electronic
Transferable Records].
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the non- negotiablebill of lading and the Model Law on Electronic Transferable

Records for negotiablebill of lading and to show lesson that Ethiopia need to take

from these Model Laws. Herein after, the termelectronic transferable recordis used

to refer to electronicbill of lading.

4.2. UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce (1998)

UNCITRAL Model Law on electronic commerce has two parts and 17 Articles. The

first part of the Model Law is about electronic commerce in general and the second

part of it is devoted to deal with specific areas of electronic commerce, in particular

about electronic carriage of contracts and transport documents. Article1, 5, 6, 7, 8

from the general pat and all provisions of the special part are relevant provisions.

Besides, partoneof the model law which deals about the formation of a contract and

evidentiary value of electronic records are also relevant. The first group of

provisions is only limited to the straightbill of lading; whereas, provision of the

Model Law on the formation of electronic contract and recognition of electronic

transferable record is applicable to both to the negotiable and straight electronicbill

of lading.

The first provision ofthe ModelLaw provides the scope of application ofthis Model

Law and it states that the Model Law is applicable to all electronic information used

in relation to commercial activities.369 The footnote provided to thisarticle shows

that commercial activities include activities relating to the carriage of goods or

passengers by air, sea, rail or road.370Therefore, since electronicbill of ladingis used

in relation to carriage by sea, it is the subject ofthe ModelLaw.

Coming to the draft electronic commerce law of Ethiopia, the scope of application

of the law is subject to further amendment, change or cancellation of council of

minister regulation. In this regard, it would be better if the position taken inthe

Model Lawis to be adopted. Even the proclamation need not delegate the power to

determine the scope of application for further regulation of the council of minister.

369 United Nation, UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce with Guide to Enactmentwith
additional Article 5bus, UN publication,Sales No. E.99.V.4, 1998, Article 1. [ Here in after,
UNCITRAL Model Lawon Electronic Commerce with Guide to Enactmentwith additional Article
5 bis].
370 Id., footnote of Article 1.
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It is good to use the wording of the Model Law that is to determine the scope in

terms of commercial activities.

The Ethiopia draft electronic commerce law provisions on the legal requirement of

an electronic message, writing and signature are compatible with the respective

provision of the Model Law. Regardingthe requirement of originality, the

UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce provides how the originality

requirement of a paperbill of lading is to be fulfilled. The law requires existence of

reliable assurance as to the integrity of the information on electronic record from the

very time ofits generation up to the final form and the information is capable of

being displayed to the appropriate persons.371 In case of a non-negotiablebill of

lading, there is no need to bother about its uniqueness and singularity what is

required is the production of an originalbill of lading. Therefore, though multiple

copies may be produced delivery of cargo can be made for the person specifiedin

the originalbill of lading without requiring any further qualification.

The Ethiopia draft electronic commerce law does not regulate the originality issue.

The writer of this thesis argues that the draft electronic commerce law should have

to have a provision relating to how the originality requirement ofelectronic record

can bemaintained.

The next relevant provision specific to electronicbill of lading is article 16 and 17

of the Model Law. The Commission, while it was planning to preparethis Model

Law, believedthat carriage of goods is the primary area in which electronic

communications were most likely to be used and the legal framework enabling the

use of such communication was in demand.372 In this regard, the Model Law

dedicated two provisions which are applicable to maritime, road, railroad, air and

the multimodal carriage of goods. Article 16 of the Model Law defines the scope of

application of electronic commerce to carriage of goods. To mention few, issuing a

receipt for goods, notifying a person of termsand conditions of the contract,

claiming delivery of goods, authorizing the release of goods are the subject of

digitalize carriage of goods.373 Accordingly, this part of the modellaw is applicable

371UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce with Guide to Enactmentwith Additional
Article 5bis., Article 8.
372Id., p. 58, para. 110.
373Id., Article 16.
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to electronicbill of ladingas it is an instrument that can be usedto claim delivery of

goods andanevidence for contract of carriage and recipient of goods.Al thoughthe

Model Lawis prepared to govern both negotiable andnon-negotiablebill of lading,

it left the choice for the states by allowing exclusion clause.374Besides, as of 2017,

the commission come up with a separate Model Law which governs negotiable

electronic bill of lading as an electronic transferable record.Henceforth, the

application of part two of the model on electronic commerce is only limitedto non-

negotiablebill of lading.

Coming to the case of Ethiopia, the draft electronic commerce law needs to follow

the position of the Model Law by dedicating a special part on carriage of goods in

general. Moreover, it would be better to have specificprovisions regarding

digitalization of non-negotiable transport documents.

The Model law has also addressed another two legal issues of electronicbill of lading

which are common to both straight and negotiablebill of lading. The Model Law

under article 9 provides that electronic records or messages cannot be denied

admissibility before a court of law for the sole reason that they are electronic

messages. Moreover, regarding withelectronic contract, the model law addresses

legal issues related to formation and validity of contracts, attribution of electronic

messages, acknowledgment of receipt, and time and place of dispatch and recipient.

Coming to the case of Ethiopia,in this regard,the Draft Electronic Commerce Law

is the photocopy of The UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce. The

writer of this paper believes that legal issues related to the evidentiary value of

electronic record and formation of electronic contract as between the endorsee and

third party are addressed by theDraft Electronic Commerce Law ofEthiopia. Thus,

promulgation of the draft electronic commerce and signature law is necessary.

374 Id., Article 17 (7).
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4.3.  UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records

(2017)

Before directly proceeding to look in to provisions of the Model Law, it is better to

say something as to the historical background of this Model Law. The preceding

UNCITRAL legal texts in the areas of electronic commerce failed to address the

major legalissues raised relating to the use of electronic transferable records.375

Knowing this problem, as of 2011 UNCITRAL decided to prepare a  Model Law  to

facilitate the use of electronic transferable records depending on their functional

equivalence with transferable paper documents and instruments.376While preparing

this model, the commission employed two guiding principles, the principle of

functional equivalence and technological neutrality.The commission after the

passage of six years come up with a Model Law on electronic transferable records.

The Model Law contains legal rules necessary for the use ofElectronic transferable

records without affecting the substantive law governing the respective paper

transferable instruments and documents. In terms of scope,the Model Law on

electronic transferable record is only applicable to electronic transferable records

that are the functional equivalent of transferable documents or instrument; it does

not apply to electronic transferable records which do not have the paper

counterpart.377

Having said this, let•s look in to the details of the Model Law to appreciate how legal

issues of electronicbill of lading are addressed. As discussed under the first part of

chapterthree378, the legal issues associated with use of negotiable electronicbill of

lading include issues related to creation of functional equivalence for the

requirement of signature, document, writing, originality, uniqueness and singularity,

possession, identification of holder and issuer, circulation of the record, end of life

cycle of the record and issues relating operation of the registry system.

375The Model Law on Electronic Commerce and the Rotterdam rules, though both of them tries to
recognize transferable bill of lading, there are many issues which didnot addressed by it. Besides,
theElectronic Communications Convention excludes transferable instruments and documents from
its scope of application.
376United Nation, Explanatory Note to the UNCITRALModel Law on Electronic Transferable
Records, United Nation Publication, New York, 2017, para.7. [ Herein after, Explanatory Note to the
UNCITRAL Model Lawon Electronic Transferable Records]
377 Id., para.10.
378 Supra, pp. 56-68, Chapter Three, section 3.1.
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4.3.1. Functional Equivalence Rule for Writing and Signature

Requirement

To begin from the requirement of signature and writing, unlikewhat is stated under

the Model Lawon electronic commerce the issue of signature and writing is clearly

included under a chapter as part of the functional equivalence with the requirement

of uniqueness, singularityand possession. In this regard, article 8 and 9 of the Model

on Transferable Electronic Records provides a functional equivalence rule for

writing and signature requirement of paper-based transferable instrument and

documents.

Article 8. Writing

Where thelaw requires that information should be in writing, that requirement is met
with respect to an electronic transferable record if the information contained therein
is accessible so as to be usable for subsequent reference.

Article 9. Signature

Where the lawrequires or permits a signature of a person, that requirement is met by
an electronic transferable record if a reliable method is used to identify that person
and to indicate that person•s intention in respect of the information contained in the
electronic transferable record.379

As it is clearly stated under the above two provisions, functional equivalence rule

for the requirement of writing and signature is applicable only relating with

electronic transferable records. The law provides that the writing requirement of

electronic transferable records is met if and only if the information contained therein

is accessible for subsequent usage.In addition, it also stated that the requirement of

signature under electronic transferable records can be satisfied provided that a

reliable method of identifying the person signed the record and the intention of the

person relating to the information there in the record. Article 9 does not provide how

the reliability of the method used to sign can be assessed. However, the Model Law

has a provision on the assessment of the general reliability standard and this

provision cross-refer to article 12.Thus, the reliability of the method used for

identifying the person who signed can be assessed depending on the parameter stated

under article 12 of the Model Law.

379 UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic TransferableRecord, Article8 and 9.
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Coming to the possible lesson for Ethiopia, the Model Law on electronic transferable

records is only applicable to electronic transferable records. In doing so the Model

Law employed a different characterization of functional equivalence for the

requirement of writing and signature in electronic transferable records. In this

regard, the commission advises states to have separate electronic commerce and

electronic transferable record law; as it is not possible to enact asingle law which

addresses the unique characteristics of electronic transferable records.380 Therefore,

for Ethiopia, it is sound to adopt the characterization taken under the model law.

Accordingly, the writer of this research believes that Ethiopia shall enact a law that

governs electronic transferable record and which is separate from the draft electronic

commerce law.

4.3.2. Functional Equivalence Rule for Originality, Uniqueness and

Singularity Requirement

As stated inthe first part ofchapterthree381, originality and uniquenessare the

requirement for abill of lading to perform the function of being a document of title.

Assignment of the rights and liabilities embodied on thebill of lading requires

physical transfer of the singular and originalbill of ladingand such assignment in

case of paperbill of lading is easy and can be done through the transfer of endorsed

bill of lading. However, when it becomes digitalized, it is very difficult to avoid the

possible replication of the electronic record unless there is a mechanism to create

electronic equivalence for the function of originality anduniqueness requirement of

the paperbill of lading.

The UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Record avoids possible

problem of existence of multiple claims to perform the same obligation by

employing three combined sets of criteria•s.382 The first one is the singularity

criteria. The model requires using reliable method €(t)o identify that electronic

record as the electronic transferable record.„383 Here, thelaw bothers on the

singularity of the record by using an article €the„ and a singular noun which is

380 Explanatory Note to the UNCITRALModel Lawon Electronic Transferable Record, para.74 and
78.
381 Supra, p.58, chapter Three, section 3.1., sub section 3.1.3.
382 Explanatory Note to the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Record, para. 83-84.
383 UNCITRAL Model Lawon Electronic Transferable Record, Article, 10(1) (i) (a).
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electronic transferable record.384 €[emphasis added]„. The second approach is the

control approach. In this regard, the law provides that an electronic record shall be

capable of being controlled from its very creation until it ceases to have any legal

effect or validity.385The third criteria set by the ModelLaw isabout retaining the

integrity of a given electronic record.To that end, according to the explanatory note

of the Model Law at hand, €verification of the integrity of the electronic transferable

record could be achieved if a reliable assurance is provided of the link between an

electronic signature affixed on the record and the content of that record at the time

the electronic signature was affixed.„The Model Law sets general reliability

standard to determine the reliability of the method employed toidentify the

singularity, uniqueness and integrity of the electronic transferable record.386

4.3.3. Functional Equivalence Rule for Physical Possession and

Transfer of Rights by Delivery Requirement and Identification of

Holder

As discussed under the thirdchapter of this paper dealing with legal issues of

electronicbill of lading387, it is identified that transfer of rights embodied in a paper-

based negotiablebill of lading can be achieved only with the transfer of the actual

or constructive possession over that document. However, in case of electronicbill

of lading, it cannot be transferredeither through actual possessionor constructive

possession.

The UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records come up with a

functional equivalence rule forthe requirement of physical possession and transfer

of rights by delivery. Under article 11, the Model Law provides that:

(1) Where the law requires or permits the possession of a transferable document or
instrument, that requirement is met with respect to an electronic transferable record
if a reliable method is used:

(a) To establish exclusive control of that electronic transferable record by a person;
and

(b) To identify that person as the person in control.

384 UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Record, Article, 10 (1) (i) (a).
385 Id., Article 10)1) (i)(b).
386 Id., Article 12.
387 Supra, p. 59, Chapter Three, section 3.1, sub section 3.1.4.
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2. Where the law requires or permits transferof possession of a transferable
document or instrument, that requirement is met with respect to an electronic
transferable record through the transfer of control over the electronic transferable
record.388

As per the first sub provision, the requirement ofpossession of a transferable

document or instrument can be achieved if and only is a reliable method is used to

establish the existence of exclusive control of a given electronic transferable record

by a person and to identify that person as person in thecontrol of the transferable

record. The requirement to identify the person in controldemandthat €the method

or system employed to establish control as a whole should achieve the identification

purpose with respect to all the parties involved in the transaction.„ 389 By doing so,

the person in control of the electronic transferable record can have the same legal

status as possessor of an equivalent transferable document or instrument.390

There are electronic transferable management systems which are based on

distributed ledgers; blockchain technology. Such types of system identify the person

in control by referring to pseudonyms rather than to real names of the underlying

transaction. In such case, the system needs to show the link between the pseudonym

and real name.391The holder of the private key corresponding to the address at which

an electronicbill of lading is kept will be deemed to have possession of it.392

According to Koji Takahashi, ablock chain record book displays the addresses at

which tokens are maintained.393 The holders are pseudonymous asthe addresses are

cryptographic identities of the holders of the tokens in which they cannot be

displayed by their real name.394 This can be done by having private and public keys.

Private keys matching to the addresses are secret and this private key creates the

corresponding public key and the public key creates an address. By doing so, the

block chain technology linked pseudonym with the real name.395

The second sub provision of article 11 of the Model Law provides that transfer of

control over an electronic transferable record is the functional equivalent of delivery

388UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records, Article 11.
389 Explanatory Note to the UNCITRALModel Lawon Electronic Transferable Record, para., 116.
390Id., para. 113.
391Id., para.117.
392Ibid.
393Koji Takahashi,Block chain Technology and Electronic Bills of Lading, p. 208.
394Ibid.
395Ibid.
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of the negotiablebill of lading. The requirement of surrender under the paperbill of

ladingcan be performed by mere transfer of control over the electronicbill of lading.

4.3.4.Rules on Amendment of ElectronicBill of L ading

As stated before, errors may occur on a givenbill of ladingwhile it is issued or later

on. For instance, theinformation provided by the shipper may be different from what

is actually recorded on thebill . In such cases amendment is inevitable. In case of a

paperbill of lading, the amendment can be done without any complication since the

amendment can be straightforwardly identifiable in a paper-based environment due

to the natureof the media used.396 But, the case of amendment of the electronicbill

of lading is not likewise.The UNCITRAL Model Law on electronic transferable

record come up with a provision which addresses how electronic transferable record

can be amended. The Model Law stated that, … €[the requirement of amendment]

is met with respect to an electronic transferable record if a reliable method is used

for amendment of information in the electronic transferable record so that the

amended information isidentifiedas such.„397 €[emphasis added].„ Here, the Model

law requires both recordings of the amended informationand being identifiable of

such action.

4.3.5. Rules on Replacement or Conversion of ElectronicBill of

Lading to PaperBill of L ading and vice versa

Existing laws governing paperbill of ladingmay not even forecast the possibility of

conversion to electronicbill of lading and vice versa. Replacement of paperbill of

lading to electronicbill of lading and vice versa may be there for commercial and

other reasons.The commission addressedtheseissuesunder article 17 and 18 of the

Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records. Article 17 addresseshow

transferable document or instrument can be replaced with an electronic transferable

record.Article 17of the Model Law provides that;

1. An electronic transferable record may replace a transferable document or
instrument if a reliable method for the change of medium is used.

2. For the change of medium to take effect, a statement indicating a change of
medium shall be inserted in the electronic transferable record.

396 Explanatory Note to the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records, para.157.
397UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records, Article 16.
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3. Upon issuance of the electronic transferable record in accordance with paragraphs
1 and 2, the transferable document or instrument shall be made inoperative and
ceases to have any effect or validity.

4. A change of medium in accordance with paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not affect the
rights and obligations of the parties.398

Double fold requirements are provided. The first one is, a reliable method should be

used for the change ofthemedium. The reading of article 12 tell us that the reliability

of the method is to be assessed depending on the general reliability standard

specified there. Second, the law requires insertion of a statement in the electronic

transferable record that indicates the fact of change of medium. The model law also

addressedthe status of the transferable document which is converted to the electronic

transferable record. According to sub article 3, as soon as replacement is made the

paper document shall be made out of action and ceases to have legal effect. Coming

to the case of replacement of electronic negotiablebill of lading by paperbill of

lading, the Model law also provides the same requirement like what is provided

under article 17.399 Thus, no need to go through the detail.

4.5.6.Rules on Reliability of the Operator System

As a matter of fact, unless there is a means to measure the reliability of the operating

system (be it third party registry system, token system or distributed ledger),

digitalization of documentation process cannot be effective. The UNCITRAL Model

Law on Electronic Transferable record set down the following general reliability

standards which are applicable to all electronic transferable records management

system providers. Interalia,it includes a given operation record system reliability

can be measured depending on its operational rules regarding the reliability of the

system,400 assurance of data integrity,401 the ability to prevent access to and use of

the system by unauthorized parties, secureness of hardware and software,402the

existence of regular accurate audits carried out by an independent body,403the

398 UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable RecordArticle 17.
399 Id., Article18.
400 Id., Article 12(a)(i).
401Id., Article 12(a)(ii).
402Id., Article 12(a) (iii and iv).
403Id., Article 12(a)(v).
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existence of declaration by a supervisory body or an accreditation body regarding

the reliability of the method and to have an applicable industry standard.404

Coming to the lesson that Ethiopia draw from the Model Law on Electronic

transferable records, as issues related to the functional equivalence of uniqueness,

originality, possession, transfer of rights by delivery is not yet addressed under the

Ethiopia draft electronic commerce law, the government shall take the model law as

abench mark to legislate a separate law on electronic transferablerecords. The same

is true to issues related to amendment, conversion of electronicbill of lading and

reliability of theoperatorsystem.

404UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Record, Article 12(a) (vi and vii).
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION AND

RECOMMENDATION

5.1. Conclusion

Thestudy raised two interconnected research questions:

ðv Should Ethiopia introduce electronic bill of lading?

ðv How should the countryregulate the electronic bill of lading?

The answer to the first question is yes. The following factors are identified by the

researcher as justification for the introduction of electronic bill of lading in Ethiopia.

The first justification is late arrival of bill of lading which results in unnecessary cost

due to the delay of cargo clearance. The study revealed that in Ethiopia, late arrival

of bill of lading can be attributed to the following factors. The first factor is the fact

that the foreign trade flow of Ethiopia is mainly towards the Middle East and south-

east Asia countries in which the cargo transit time is too short. Besides, even the

nature of cargoes imported to Ethiopia is mainly bulk cargoes which cannot be done

through multimodal system. The second factor is the nature of Ethiopia•s foreign

trade payment system. The study proved that the Ethiopian foreign exchange law

puts a restriction on the amount of transaction to be processed on the mode of

payment which does not require bill of ladingfor processing payment. Payment for

all imports which worth more than USD 5,000, which amounts 98% of the whole

import, is required to be processed and paid either through documentary credit or

cash against document.

The second justification is vulnerability of paper bill of lading to loss and error,

which in effect result in high cost to rectify the problem that is either for amendment

or reissuance of the paper bill of lading. The thesis revealed that like what is

happening around the world, loss or discrepancy on the particulars of bill of Lading

is a usual challenge encountered by the business communities who are engaged in

international trade.

The third justification is related to Ethiopia•sthe vulnerability for documentary

fraud. The paper revealedthat bill of lading is a document underthe target of

fraudsters due to its special nature of being a document of title. In this regard,

developing countries are the most vulnerable one due to the fact that parties involved
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in the process of the international business transaction lack the required skill and

knowledge to detect the forged one from the genuine.The empirical analysis showed

that Ethiopia as a developing countryis vulnerable for fraudulent acts committed on

paper bill of lading. The EthiopianShipping and Logistics Service Enterprise bill of

lading have been forged many times.

Regarding the possible challenges of introduction of electronic bill of lading in

Ethiopia, the study finds out that the problem related to the national IT infrastructure

specially related to weak network connectivity and the existence of extended periods

of power cuts are the possible challenge that would affect digitalizationof this

document. Regarding withthe banks and government technological readiness, the

empirical analysis revealed that both of them are working to have digitalized

transaction; thus, there would not be problem in this regard.

Concerning the secondquestion, first the paper identified and expounded the

possible legal issues associated withdigitalization of paper bill of lading.The

creation of functional equivalence for the requirement of signature, document,

writing, originality, uniqueness and singularity, possession, identification of holder

and issuer of electronic bill of lading, circulationof the electronic bill of lading,

evidentiary value of electronic bill of lading, formation of contract as between the

carrier and endorsee, end of life cycle of electronic bill of lading and attribution of

the reliability of the operating system are the major issues of electronic bill of lading

that need to be addressed by law.

Afterward, the paper examined thecompatibility of the existing legal environment

of Ethiopia in accommodating electronic bill of lading or not? The writeranalyzed

the policy and laws of the country which isrelevant for governance of bill of lading.

In terms of policy, although both the draft national logistics strategy and transport

policy are at the draft stage, the study showed that the government of Ethiopia is

working towardsdigitalizing transport documents used in the international trade.

Coming to the regulatory framework, the analysis of the maritime code revealed that

there is no clearstatement under the law which requires issuance ofbill of lading in

document or writing form.However, for the writer of this paperasfar as electronic

medium of communication was not known while the maritime code of Ethiopia was

enacted andthere is arequirement of twoset oforiginals under the samethe same
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law leads toconclude that it isnot possible to issue electronic bill of lading

Regarding the signature requirement, the maritime code is still silent as to how it can

be signed. The writer of this research does not believe that it was the intention of the

then legislature torecognize electronic signature at the time in which the concept of

digitalization was not known at all.

Coming to the Multimodal Goods Proclamation of Ethiopia, the study revealed that

electronic bill of lading is recognized although there isa difference between the

negotiable and non-negotiable multimodal transport document. The study finds out

that the law is not sufficient to address legal issues of electronic bill of lading. It fails

to address how the originality, singularity and uniqueness of electronic bill of lading

are to be guaranteed, how the requirement of physical possession and transfer of

rights by delivery is to be performed, how electronic multimodal bill of lading can

be amended and corrected and other legal issues which can be raised with

digitalization of bill of lading.

Related with the legal issue associated with the status of electronic contracts as

between the endorsee and the carrier under the Ethiopia law,it is found thatan

electroniccontract between the carrier and third-party endorsee through bill of

lading is not recognized although there is no prohibition to have electronic contracts

under the Ethiopia General Contract Law. The law fails to address issues relating to

the characterization of consent and functional equivalence of signature and written

requirement stated under the law as tovalidity requirement.Concerningthe

compatibility of Ethiopia security and customs laws in light of introduction of

electronic bill of lading, it is found that the basic security laws of Ethiopia which are

scattered in different laws of the country doesnot give recognition for pledging of

electronic records as security. As a result, under the existing Ethiopian security law,

electronic bill of lading cannot be pledged before having a special provision which

allows doing so. It is also indicated that the customs law of Ethiopia allows to use

electronic records for customs formalities. However, the existence of a requirement

to produce original documents in order to check the accuracy of electronically

transmitted messages hinder the application of negotiable electronic bill of lading.
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Regardingthe admissibility of electronic bill of lading as an evidence before

Ethiopian court of law, it is noted that nothing is there to prohibit admission of an

electronic bill of lading as an evidence under the current Ethiopian evidence law.

Moreover, the analysis of the draft electronic commerce law of Ethiopia indicated

that electronic carriage of goods and transport documents are not included.  To sum

up, the existing legal environment does not properly address legal issues associated

with introduction ofelectronic bill of lading although there is a tendency towards

recognizing electronic bill of lading as electronic records.

Finally, the researcher hasexamined the UNCITRAL Model Laws on Electronic

Commerce and Electronic Transferable Records to assess how legal issues

associated with electronic bill of lading are addressed and with a view to drawing

lesson to Ethiopia.It is indicated that the government shall takethe above model

laws as benchmark to legislate a separate law on electronic transferable bill of lading

and to reconsider the draft electronic commerce law in light of including carriage

contracts and transport documents as its subject matter.

5.2. Recommendation

The study has revealed that there is need forintroduction of electronic bill of lading

in Ethiopia.Conjointly, it is also shown that the Ethiopian legal environment is not

adequately compatible for issuance of electronic bill of lading. On the bases of these

findings, the researcher wouldlike to recommend the following.

ðv Ethiopia should enact law on Electronic Transferable Records for addressing

legal issues associated with negotiable electronic bill of lading. The law shall

include rules on functional equivalence of signature, writing, uniqueness,

originality, possession, transfer of rights by delivery, amendment, conversion of

electronic bill of lading to paper bill of lading and vice versa, and reliability of

the operator system.

ðv Ethiopia should promulgate the draft electronic commerce law by including

additional provisions related to carriage of goods, transport documents,

functional equivalent provision for originality requirement of paper document

and provision which allows securitization of electronic records.

ðv Article 81 of the customs proclamation No. 859/2014, which require submission

of original documents to check the accuracy of electronically transmitted
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information, should be amended to limit its application on electronic bill of

lading. The originality of electronic bill of lading cannot be verified by

submission of originalpaper document.

ðv Ethiopia shall enhance information technology and power supply infrastructure

to avoid problems associated with weak network connectivity and extended

periodsof power cut.
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